BLACK COUNTRY LOCAL ENTERPRISE PARTNERSHIP
MEETING OF THE PARTNERSHIP BOARD
Monday, 16th April 2018 at 3.00pm at
Dudley College, The Broadway, Dudley
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Minutes of a Meeting of the Black Country Local
Enterprise Partnership
21st March 2018 at 10.30am
The Hawthorns, West Bromwich Albion Football Club,
West Bromwich, B71 4LF
Present:

Stewart Towe
Paul Brown
Cllr. Sean Coughlan
Andy Cox
Simon Eastwood
Cllr. Bill Gavan
Chris Handy
Ninder Johal
Cllr. Ian Kettle
Cllr. John Reynolds

In Attendance: Sarah Middleton
Robbie Chahal
Paul Mellon
Peter Smith
Hywel Ruddick
Apologies:

47/18

Chair;
Ernst & Young;
Walsall MBC;
Cox & Plant;
Carillion Developments Ltd;
Sandwell MBC;
Accord Group;
Nachural Communications;
Dudley MBC; and
City of Wolverhampton.
Black Country Consortium Ltd;
Black Country Consortium Ltd;
Black Country Consortium Ltd;
BEIS; and
Black Country Consortium Ltd.

Councillors Eling, Harley, Jeavons and Lawrence and
Moore and Paul Brown, Tom Westley and Lowell
Williams.

Declarations of Interest
None.

48/18

Minutes
The minutes of the meeting held on 19th February 2018 were circulated.
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Agreed that the minutes of the meeting held on 19th February 2018, be
received and confirmed as a correct record.
49/18

Update on Land and Property Investment Fund (LPIF) Pipeline
Schemes
The Board were advised of the pipeline included a range of schemes to
the value of £130m which had the potential to leverage in a further
£560m into the Black Country.
Agreed that the update be noted.

50/18

LPIF – Goscote Lane Residential Development Scheme – St
Francis Group - £3,600,000
Simon Eastwood advised the Board of the application and the
recommendation to approve made by the Funding Sub-Group.
Agreed that the LEP Board: 1) Approve the potential tripartite agreement between Homes
England, St Francis Group (Goscote) Ltd and the BC LEP, as
delivering sufficient confidence that any LPIF Grant awarded be
robustly tied in to the Delivery of Direct Outputs of 131 Homes;
and
2) Approve the proposed LPIF Grant Award of £3,590,340 to St
Francis Group (Goscote) Ltd to commence Remediation of the
Goscote site, which will allow a Developer to build out Housing
Units, as detailed in the report, with the conditionality detailed
below to be included in the Grant Award Contract: a) subject to the standard form of LPIF grant funding agreement;
b) prior to entering into any Funding Agreement, the applicant to
confirm that funding is fully available to complete the scheme.
c) written confirmation that the proposed State Aid mechanism of
Remediation Aid is appropriate for the level of LPIF grant
funding proposed being satisfactory in a legal view procured
by the Applicant (and requiring a land valuation at completion
of the remediation phase);
d) a formal guarantee from DSM Demolition Ltd (a company
within the group) to be executed as proposed guarantor of the
Applicant (to CWC the Accountable Body) for its performance
in completing the remediation phase of this project.
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e) a Performance Bond to be executed between CWC as the
Accountable Body and the Applicant as security to proposed
LPIF funding until the remediation works are certified as
Practically Complete by an appropriately qualified consultant
with a duty of care to CWC as Accountable Body.
f) The standard form of LPIF funding agreement to be entered
into subject to such alteration as CWC as Accountable Body
consider appropriate.
g) The maximum level of grant funding to be in the sum of
£3,590,340.
h) Grant to be drawn down against qualifying expenditure for
addressing ‘environmental harm’ in the site remediation works
phase, estimated as £6,835,822 such that an intervention rate
of 52.5% is derived for these specific works covered by the
proposed Aid mechanism (noting that LPIF support is some
8% of public/private project costs in completing project
delivery);
i) Grant to be drawn down based upon the provision of quarterly
certificates of expenditure produced by an appropriately
qualified Cost Consultant with a duty of care to CWC as
Accountable Body for the LPIF programme.
51/18

LPIF – Dudley Council Brownfield Land Improvement Programme
Phase 2 - £2,718,447
Simon Eastwood advised the Board of the application and the
recommendation to approve made by the Funding Sub-Group.
Agreed that the LEP Board approve the award of £2,711,111 LPIF
Grant to Dudley Council to support delivery of the Brownfield Land
Improvement Programme Phase 2 as detailed above, with the
conditionality detailed below to be included in Grant Award Contract: a) The standard form of LPIF funding agreement to be entered
into subject to such alteration as the City of Wolverhampton
Council (CWC) as Accountable Body consider appropriate;
b) The maximum amount of grant to be separately identified in
relation to each individual site as identified within the column
headed ‘Maximum Grant per Site’ within Table A of Due
Diligence report from Thomas Lister. The total in the
‘Maximum Sum’ of £2,711,111;
c) The Applicant to confirm agreement to the delivery of
remediation works and subsequent delivery of 118 new homes
on each site within an updated programme to be provided, with
3
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d)

e)

f)

g)

h)

52/18

remediation works and drawdown of funding completed within
the financial year 2019/20 and completion of housing units by
the end of 2020/21;
Funding to be drawn down based upon the provision of
evidenced costs in relation to the works included within the
Fusion Cost Appraisal included within Appendix III. For the
avoidance of doubt, costs need not equate to the exact
individual sums provided but the overall drawdown of funding
in relation to any site must not exceed the maximum sum
included in Table A. Claims will require to be based upon the
receipt of quarterly certificates of value, relating to completed
works on site, together with evidence of any other permitted
items of expenditure (e.g. site survey), provided by an
appropriately qualified Quantity Surveyor with a duty of care to
CWC as the accountable body;
In the event that any of the identified sites are sold in advance
of the delivery of housing, clawback provision being included
on the basis of 100% of any derived capital receipt up to the
level of grant drawn down;
Only social rented housing to be delivered on the sites, with
the exception of 3 sites subject to mixed tenure proposals Beechwood Road, Wrens Nest and King William Street, such
Social Rented Housing to be retained by the Council (except
under Right to Buy or other statutory provisions) for a minimum
of 3 years from Practical Completion;
In relation to the 3 sites subject to mixed tenure proposals
(Beechwood Road, Wrens Nest and King William Street), upon
the 5th anniversary of completion of the funding agreement,
the applicant to procure a ‘Red Book’ market valuation (MV) of
the (assumed) completed scheme based upon the final tenure
mix, prepared by a chartered surveyor with a duty of care to
the accountable body of the scheme. In the event that the
combined (3 sites) completed site value should exceed
£8,868,021 then a clawback provision to be applied based
upon 50% of the uplift in value from £8,868,021 to the reported
MV, subject to the maximum of the level of grant drawn down;
and
Such other conditions as may be required by CWC as
Accountable Body.

LPIF – Parkrose Industrial Estate, Sandwell - £983,036
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Simon Eastwood advised the Board of the application and the
recommendation to approve made by the Funding Sub-Group.
Agreed that the FSG recommend to the LEP Board endorse the award
of £757,839 LPIF Grant to Mint Property Developments Ltd to deliver
the Parkrose Industrial Estate Scheme as described above, with the
Conditionality detailed below, to be included in Grant Award Contract: a) The standard form of LPIF Agreement to be entered into subject
to such alteration as City of Wolverhampton Council, as
Accountable Body, consider appropriate;
b) The maximum level of grant funding to be in the sum of
£757,839;
c) Grant to be drawn down against qualifying expenditure relating to
site remediation and construction works;
d) Grant to be drawn down based upon the provision of quarterly
certificates of value produced by an appropriately qualified Cost
Consultant with a duty of care to (CWC) as Accountable Body for
LPIF;
e) Grant to be drawn down at a rate of 9.50% of qualifying
expenditure of £7,973,241;
f) A Personal Guarantee in favour of CWC as the Accountable
Body be executed by the Applicant’s two directors for the LPIF
Grant offered;
g) Applicant producing a letter from its solicitor confirming its
position on State Aid compliance; and
h) Applicant formally confirming that it has finance in place to
complete this project.
53/18

Minutes of the Funding Sub-Group – 15th March 2018
The Minutes of the Funding Sub-Group held on 15th March 2018 were
submitted.
Simon Eastwood advised that as well considering the three applications
referenced above, the meeting received an update on the Portersfield
Dudley Scheme; withdrew funding from the Repose Furniture Limited
application; and were advised of a potential change to GPS conditions,
for which a further report to the Group had been requested.
Agreed that the Board: -
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1) Approve the minutes of the meeting of the Funding Sub-Group
held on 15th March 2018, to include all the recommendations and
associated conditions contained therein;
2) Note the Spring Statement announcement in respect of the
Government’s support to the WMCA of £350m, including £100m
for extending the brownfield pot;
3) Note the BC Consortium’s Economic Intelligence Unit had already
mapped out the brownfield sites and a range of bids would be
coming forward;
4) Note the Brownfield Land Research Centre (BRIC) required a
refreshed, robust business case to be submitted to the Funding
Sub-Group in due course; and
5) That the LEP Board support an independent delivery board for
BRIC, to be chaired by the private sector to ensure strong LEP
leadership linked into BRIC.
54/18

Maximising Year End Support
The Chair advised that he had agreed to this item of urgent business
and a decision thereon was required before the end of the financial
year and the next scheduled meeting was 16th April 2018.
The meeting was advised of the option available to the West Midlands
Combined Authority to withdraw some funding from the Wolverhampton
Interchange project should alternative funding be identified. This could
impact on the proposal to mitigate the year end shortfall, reported to the
last meeting of the LEP Board. The Accountable Body had therefore
proposed the following changes detailed in the table below, in the
A4101 Pensnett Strategic Access Improvement Scheme and the
Goscote Lane Corridor during the years, should they be required:

LOCAL GROWTH
FUNDED PROJECTS
A4101 Pensnett Strategic
Access Improvement
Scheme
Goscote Lane Corridor

TOTAL

Allocations
Original
Additional
Revised
Original
Additional
Revised
Original
Additional
Revised

15/16

16/17

17/18

18/19

19/20

TOTAL

2,348,432

551,568
900,000
1,451,568
998,000
3,314,000
4,312,000
1,549,568
4,214,000
5,763,568

700,000
(700,000)
0
2,848,000
(2,848,000)
0
3,548,000
(3,548,000)
0

200,000
(200,000)
0
466,000
(466,000)
0
666,000
(666,000)
0

3,800,000
0
3,800,000
8,820,000
0
8,820,000
12,620,000
0
12,620,000

1,700,000

2,348,432
2,808,000

1,700,000
1,700,000

2,808,000
5,156,432

1,700,000

5,156,432

Agreed: 6
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1) that in addition to the measures approved previously, the LEP
Board approve permission to implement the above changes as
set out in the Table be agreed, if required, to bring the LGF
programme in on target;
2) that the LEP Board note, if required these will be implemented
and a reported back to the LEP Board and onto the June 2018
BC Executive Joint Committee meeting as part of the overall LGF
programme change request approvals, to ensure that the
payments can be made and the successful delivery of the
programme subsequently reported to government as required.
55/18

Dates of Future Meeting
Agreed that the Board note the date of next LEP Board was
16th April 2018 – LEP Board, Dudley College.

56/18

Exclusion of Press and Public
Agreed that the public and press be excluded from the rest of the
meeting to avoid the possible disclosure of exempt information under
Schedule 12A to the Local Government Act 1972.
Paragraph 3 Information relating to the financial or business affairs of
any particular person (including the authority holding that information).

57/18

Private Minutes
Agreed that the private minutes of the meeting held on 19th February
2018, be received and confirmed as a correct record.
(The meeting closed at 11.25am)
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Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership
– Policy Update 16th April 2018

Set out below for Members’ information is a note of some recent policy
documents received by the Secretariat: 1. LEP Workshop and LEP Chairs Dinner – 20th March 2018
The LEP Workshop, attended by Executives and Chairs, was held on 20th March
2018. Three Session were held during the day: • Global Opportunities, Industrial Strategy and Brexit.
• Workforce Skills, Apprenticeships and Labour Market
• LEP Performance
The summary notes on each session are contained in the appendices pack for
information.
Session 2 – Workforce Skills, Apprenticeships and Labour Market was addressed by
Jonathan Slater, Permanent Secretary at the Department for Education (DfE) who
invited LEPs to ask questions about current and future DfE policy initiatives.
LEPs requested more engagement and connection with DfE at a local level. Jonathan
invited LEPs to send in suggestions for how this would work. The LEP Network
agreed to collate these and share them with LEPs and DfE for a further conversation.
The Workshop was also advised of the LEP Factor Making a Difference – an
example of good practise from each LEP. The full extract is included in the
Appendices Pack.
2. WM LEP Chairs meeting with Jake Berry MP - 26th March 2018- LEP Review
David Frost, Stoke and South Staffordshire LEP and Tim Pile, Greater Birmingham
and Solihull LEP met with Jake Berry MP, Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State
for the Northern Powerhouse and Local Growth, to discuss the LEP Review in the
context of the West Midlands and the issues laid out in the letter attached in the
appendices pack.
As the Minister has not yet reported on the review, an update on the review and the
outcome of the meeting will be reported at the meeting under the private agenda.
3.

ABCA – Better Business for All Initiative
The Better Business for All Initiative was reported through to ABCA on 28 th March
2018. The report is attached for background information and the purpose was to: • Update ABCA in respect of progress within the Black Country with the
national initiative known as Better Business for All (BBfA)
• Seek ABCA endorsement of the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership
Regulator and Business Charter to be launched later in the year.
ABCA approved the Recommendation contained therein: In view of the progress made within the Black Country with the implementation of the
Regulation for Growth agenda it is recommended that ABCA note the contents of the
report and endorse the Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership Regulator and
Business Charter to be launched in the Spring 2018.

1
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Appendix 1 to the report – Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership Regulator and
Business Charter - is attached to the Policy Update and endorsement of the Board
is sought for the Regulator and Charter, to be launched in Spring 2018.
Members views are sought.
4. Annual Stakeholders Event – 21st March 2018, West Bromwich Albion Football
Ground
The event was attended by over 150 representatives from local industries,
businesses and public bodies.
The Conference was opened by the Chair with the launch of the Annual Economic
Review 2018 and background to the work and projects supported by the LEP and
the future vision for the region.
Tom Westley, Jackie Dunne, Chris Handy and Andy Cox provided presentations on
Energy, Skills, Garden City and the Growth Hub respectively. The Conference was
well received and has led to a number of new applications for Board Membership.
The key messages are contained in Agenda Item 7 – Annual Economic Review 2018
and an appraisal of the Conference is contained in Agenda Item 12, PR and
Communications Report.
5. Department for Transport - Application for the proposed (Midland Metro
(Wednesbury to Brierley Hill Land Acquisition) Order
Members will recall the February Policy Update advised of and ABCA letter sent
supporting the making of the Order and the response received stating that the
objection period ended on 28th February 2018. A further letter was received on 20th
February 2018, advising that this period had been extended by 3 months and would
now end on 29th May 2018. The letter is contained in the appendices pack.
6. T Level Panel Recruitment
DfE are recruiting for T-level panels responsible for developing the outline content
for the qualifications of the following T-level routes to be delivered from 2022:
•
Agriculture, Environmental and Animal Care;
•
Business and Administration;
•
Catering and Hospitality;
•
Creative and Design; and
•
Hair and Beauty.
DfE are seeking experienced practitioners, managers/trainers of practitioners,
or members of professional bodies or trade associations with direct
experience of occupations in these routes. Applicants should be employed or
self-employed and actively working in their industry or sector. Please follow
this link to the advert. Interested applicants should submit an Expression of Interest
form, along with their C.V. by 5pm Tuesday 8th May 2018. You can contact
Charlotte Eales for further information on employer.panels@education.gov.uk.
7.

Industrial Strategy Bulletin
BEIS have provided an update Bulletin on the Industrial Strategy and if you did not
receive it, then you can sign up here. The BEIS Bulletin included an update on:
a. The Creative Industries Sector Deal launched on Wednesday 28th March,
which follows the Life Sciences Sector Deal and the Automotive Sector Deal.
b. BEIS are collecting case studies of organisations working on the four Grand
Challenges and keen to hear your views via grandchallenges@beis.gov.uk.
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UK Research & Innovation (UKRI) is calling for expressions of interest by Wed 18th
April to identify the next wave of challenges to be supported under the Industrial
Strategy Challenge Fund Wave 3. Details are below.
Description
UK Research and Innovation is inviting expressions of interest to identify the next
wave of challenges to be supported under the Industrial Strategy Challenge Fund
(ISCF). ISCF funding comes from UK Research and Innovation, business and the
public sector working in partnership.
The aim of this open expression of interest (EoI) is to identify the main challenges
faced by industry and society in the UK. We want to understand the level of demand
for innovation funding in order to address them.
Your proposal must identify the challenge and explain what the impact would be if
it were solved. Provide evidence of strong industry demand for funding and identify
what market opportunities a solution would create.
Explain what is preventing this challenge from being solved and why UK companies
and research organisations are well-placed to tackle it.
This EoI is not a competition for funding in itself but a way for you to identify the
main challenges for your industry. These challenges may then be addressed by
ISCF.
Funding type
Grant
Project size
Projects from the selected wave 3 challenges should start from April 2019 and last
up to 3 years. If you think the projects from your challenge would be later than this,
indicate this in question 1.
Click here to find apply.
8.

LEP roundtables - Industrial Strategy Festival
Liverpool City Region LEP, Liverpool Vision, BEIS, DIT and Innovate UK will be
hosting four LEP Local Industrial Strategy roundtable sessions at the
International Business Festival, in June 2018. The sessions will be led by
government officials and will focus on each of the four Industrial Strategy Grand
Challenges.
The West Midland LEPs across the Combined Authority geography are coordinating attendance to each session.
Challenge
Clean Growth
Future Mobility
Ageing Society
Artificial Intelligence

Festival Theme Day
Sustainable Energy
Future Transport
Health & Life Sciences
Creative Industries

9. Carillion plc

3

Date
14th June 2018
19th June 2018
26th June 2018
27th June 2018
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Verbal update on the work undertaken by the multi-agency task-force.
10. Third party events
You may be interested in the following events …
a) The Campaign for Learning's monthly two-hour policy seminars feature short
presentations followed by intimate, informal discussion and analysis under
Chatham House rules round the Boardroom table at their offices in Victoria.
Participants are usually 10-15 senior staff from Local Authorities, Colleges and
providers, businesses, awarding bodies and learning & skills stakeholder groups.
They are looking for a LEP who’d be happy to do a short presentation (as formal
or informal as you’d like) to spark discussion on how the role of LEPs in adult
learning is developing. If you are interested, please contact Tricia Hartley
direct at the Campaign for Learning on thartley@cflearning.org.uk.
b) CPD Workshop: Achieving Inclusive Growth- 10th May 2018, Atkins offices,
Euston Tower London NW1 3AT. This CPD module is a one-day, interactive
course enabling delegates to discuss and overcome the challenges of achieving
inclusive growth. It will take a comprehensive look at what needs be included in
an effective strategy, how and what to measure, and some of the changes that
need to be in place in order to embed inclusivity in local and regional activities.
The workshop will include external speakers sharing their practical examples,
learning and experience of how to achieve more inclusive outcomes. This full day
course will be offered to IED members at a special introductory cost of £30 per
member. The charge for non-members is £150. Places are limited and will be
allocated on a first come first served basis. If you are interested in attending
this session, please email admin@ied.co.uk for more details.
c)

Industrial Strategy Roundtable – 10 am to 4.00pm, 23 May, Central London.
There is now growing debate about how to both improve productivity and spread
the proceeds of growth more fairly. Whilst the government’s Industrial Strategy
aims to build on what has worked in the past it also needs to break from previous
approaches if it is to address regional disparities and boost earnings power for
workers and families left behind. This roundtable, organised by Understanding
Society, will share new insights into the relationship between growth,
technological innovation, place and inequality. It is of relevance to senior LEP
executives or board members interested in “inclusive growth” and seeking to
inform the design of their Local Industrial Strategy. The event is free and 4
places have been reserved for LEPS on a first come first served basis. For
a full programme and to reserve a place please e-mail Jay James at
events@understandingsociety.ac.uk.
Regen 2018, Liverpool - St George’s Hall, Liverpool, L1 1JJ.
This free event is open for registration. Details include …
•
Thursday 28 June, 10.00am – 5.00pm (exhibition and conference)
•
Thursday 28 June, 5.00pm – 7.00pm (complimentary drinks reception /
networking evening which is open to all registered delegates)
•
Friday 29 June, 10.00am – 5.00pm (exhibition and conference).
You can find out more here http://www.regenevents.com/registerattend.php

d)

Delivering high quality transport business cases, 9th May 2018 (am),
Birmingham.
HM Treasury and DfT are running a one-off workshop on delivering high quality
transport business cases. The event is specifically aimed at senior officers within
public sector bodies (Sub-National Transport Bodies, Mayoral Combined
Authorities) who are likely to prioritise, review or approve transport business
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cases. It aims to help refresh attendees on the principles of a robust transport
business case and recent changes to business case guidance with particular
focus on rail and road, including:
• a review of the core principles within the five-case model;
• an update on the new Rail Network Enhancements Pipeline (RNEP)
and Market Led Proposals (MLP) guidance;
• an update on the refreshed Green Book guidance;
• further details on business case course and resources
To register your interest please RSVP to
John.Arnold@hmtreasury.gsi.gov.uk
11. Third party research
a) ‘Capitalising on the Industrial Strategy’. A new Grant Thornton and County
Councils Network (CCN) report states that counties will play a crucial role in
shaping localised industrial strategies, and the majority of county leaders believe
LEP boundaries must be reviewed and re-shaped so they align with county
council boundaries. For further information, please contact Ian Burbidge at CCN
on ian.burbidge@local.gov.uk.
b) ‘The Delivery of an Industrial Strategy, raising prosperity across England’.
Localis have published new research on local industrial strategies, looking at
how places can lead on delivering the industrial strategy. Localis makes the case
for places taking a more powerful role in the local labour market and local jobs
market, and puts forward policy intervention ideas to do so. For further
information,
please
contact
Liam
Booth-Smith
on
liam.boothsmith@localis.org.uk.
c) 'The Data Deficit: Why lack of information undermines the UK skills system'.
The Centre for Progressive Policy (CPP) launched a report reflecting that
university is not the only route to higher earnings and argues that governments
have for too long relied upon HE to drive productivity. The report calls for greater
transparency of outcomes for Further Education and apprenticeships so that
people can make informed choices across the full range of post-16 education and
training options.
For more information, please contact info@progressive-policy.net.
Sarah Middleton
Chief Executive, Black Country Consortium Ltd
sarah_middleton@blackcountryconsortium.co.uk
Contact
–
Hywel
Ruddick
Democratic Support
hywel_ruddick@blackcountryconsortium.co.uk
Source documents: Appendices Pack
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Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership
16th April 2018
Annual Economic Review 2018 – Key Messages
1.

Background

1.1

The report details the key messages contained in the Annual Economic Review

2.

Recommendation (s)

2.1

That the Board note the key messages contained in the Annual Economic Review 2018.

3.

Report Detail

3.1 Annual Economic Review 2018 Key Messages
a)
•
•
•
•

b)
•
•

c)
•
•
•
•
•

d)
•

Gross Value Added in the Black Country is continuing to grow
Total GVA and GVA per head in the Black Country are increasing.
Total GVA in the Black Country increased from £19.6bn in 2015 to £20.2bn
(2.5% increase compared to 3.7% nationally)
Since 2004, total Black Country GVA has increased by 30.2% (£4.7bn),
compared to 50.3% nationally.
From 2015 to 2016, there has been an increase in GVA per head of £291 for
every Black Country resident.
The Black Country Business Base is growing with a record number of
businesses based in the Black Country
There number of active businesses in the Black Country has risen to 37,490
an increase of 2,540 businesses over the past year.
Business stock per 10,000 population in 2016 is 319 businesses compared to
the England average of 452.
Business starts reach the highest level since 2004
5,895 new businesses were created in 2016, an increase of 14.6% over the
year compared to an 8.6% increase across England.
Since 2004, business births in the Black Country have increased by 41.2% this compares to 50.5% nationally.
Business births per 10,000 population in the BC are 50 compared to 68 for
England.
An additional 2,062 additional business births are required to meet the current
national average of 68 per 10,000 population.
The Black Country one-year business survival rate in 2011 was 95.3%
compared to 93.1% for England. 42.6% of 2011 business births survived to
2016 compared to 44% nationally.
Wages are up
Black Country residents working full-time earn £24,835 on average in 2017
(+£485 from 2016).
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•
•

e)
•
•

f)
•
g)

This is a 2% increase from 2016 compared to 2.1% nationally.
Resident incomes are 85% of the England average. The average BC resident
earns £4,250 less than the England average.
Apprenticeship starts across the Black Country currently stand at 13,570
and are -2% lower in 2016/17 than in 2015/16.
Advanced and Higher starts have significantly increased by +7.5% and +25.3%
respectively.
The Black Country has seen the highest growth of Higher apprenticeships of
all WMCA LEPs.
The Proportion of people educated to NVQ4 has increased over the past
year
23% are now qualified to NVQ4 level, this is an increase of 2.8% from last year

•

The proportion of NEETs in the Black Country is lower than the national
average
2.5% of 16-17 years olds in the Black Country are Not in Education,
Employment or Training (NEET), compared to 2.8% nationally. This has
reduced from 3.6% in 2015.

•
•

The number of people claiming key out of work benefits is at its lowest
level for more than a decade
83,700 people in the BC were classed as ‘workless’ in 2016 – 11.5% of working
age population.
However, this is still 3.4 percentage points above the national average of 8.1%.

•
•

Population continues to rise
The Black Country is home to an additional 9,262 people in 2016.
Total population is now 1.18m.

h)

i)

j)
•
•
•
•
•

k)
•
•

£528.1m infrastructure investment
Key infrastructure developments include a £65m investment to Walsall
Waterfront to develop high quality homes, offices, retail and leisure space
Science, Technology & Prototyping (Wolverhampton)£10.1m investment to
create a new employer-led training facility
£350m investment to Midlands Metropolitan Hospital (Sandwell) to provide
acute healthcare.
Dudley’s Business and Innovation Enterprise Zone (Dudley) £71m investment
to develop land for offices and industrial space.
£32m investment to Galton Lock (Sandwell) which will provide new homes,
commercial premises and recreation space.
Over 2,500 new homes
The Black Country now has 490,370 homes accommodating 1.18m residents.
36,870 net new homes are required by 2026 to achieve the homes core
strategy target.
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l)
•
•
•
•
•
•

m)
•
•

Significant investment in transport infrastructure
From investment in M6 J10 to improve congestion and connectivity
£150m investment to M5 Improvements to J1 and J2 with new Smart Motorway
section
£500m Midlands Rail Hub investment to improve connectivity to HS2
£343m investment in Wednesbury to Brierley Hill Metro Extension to include a
new Dudley Interchange to provide connectivity to DY5 Enterprise Zone
£120m invested into Wolverhampton Interchange to provide linkage to
Wolverhampton Bus and Rail Stations
To £57m A449 Stafford Road Corridor Upgrade to provide linkages to i54,
motorways and city centre
Investment into broadband infrastructure
Over 500,000 businesses and home have access to superfast broadband
290kilometers of optical fibre and over 520 fibre broadband road-side cabinets
have been installed

4.

Financial Implications

4.1

There are no financial implications in this report.

5.

Legal Implications

5.1

There are no legal implications from this report.

6.

Risk Management

6.1

There are no risk implications from this report.

7.

Equality Implications

7.1

There are no known equality implications.

Sarah Middleton
Chief Executive
Black Country Consortium Ltd
Contact Officer
Delma Dwight
Tel: 01384 4711
Email: delma_dwight@blackcountryconsortium.co.uk
Source Documents: Black Country LEP Annual Economic Review 2018
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Agenda Item 7
Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership
16th April 2018
Local Industrial Strategy Update
1.

Background

1.1

The report summarises the Local Industrial Strategy report submitted to the WMCA SEP Board on 12th
April 2018 and provides an update on progress being undertaken on the 3 LEP approach – BC LEP,
Coventry & Warwickshire LEP and Greater Birmingham and Solihull LEP.

2.
2.1

Recommendation
That the Board: a. Note the progress made to date on the development of the WMCA Local Industrial Strategy
b. To note the progress made and to comment on the briefing note in Appendix 1, the emerging
findings, and the proposed function and form of the pre-recess document

3.

Report detail

3.1

Progress to Date
(a)

Content

The WMIS Working Group has made good progress against the project timeline. The 3 LEPs are leading
the development of the sector action plans; each is taking an industry led approach, building on existing
sector work. A Sector Champion has been identified for each sector and workshops and meetings are
being held with industry leaders and sector specialists.
To date we have:
i)

Developed an emerging evidence pack, which has been sense checked with BEIS
BEIS have stressed the importance of the evidence base for local industrial strategies. Black Country
Consortium have led work on this and it will be developed further with BEIS at a joint workshop on 12
April 2018 before external input through policy experts, academics, and business leaders.

ii)
Set up a series of sectoral conversations
The SEP transformational sectors and agreed subsectors each have an allocated LEP lead and
meetings are underway. Work to date has in part looked to identify what are the West Midlands
specialisms and priorities (outlined below).
iii)
Embedded the WMIS with existing work
A priority for the Working Group is to ensure that the WMIS complements and supports the multitude
of existing work around: Productivity and Skills; Inclusive Growth; Housing; and Investment. Much of
this will be picked up through the cross-cutting themes and/or embedded in the sector plans.
iv)
Started work on the Grand Challenges
We are speaking to academics, policy leads and others with partnerships with industry. In the next
few weeks we will outline the WM specific opportunities as identified by academics and hold a number
of policy workshops to refine and develop a WM response based on both existing and new work.
1

(b)

National Engagement

The process to develop a local industrial strategy is not the same as for a SEP. As a result of our
dialogue between WMCA and Cities & Local Growth Unit and BEIS officials, we have agreed with
Government that this area would take a co-designing approach for the WMCA Local Industrial Strategy.
We have developed good communication with a core BEIS team through weekly catch ups.
This approach is outlined in the briefing note in Appendix 1. It is proposed that the briefing note is
jointly owned by WMCA and Government. The SEP board are invited to feed in comments and views
and endorse its overall content. It is proposed that the briefing note is used across Whitehall Government
departments to encourage as wide a participation as possible and for use by WMCA and its
stakeholders to outline this co- design approach and the purpose and timescale for completing the
WMCA Local Industrial Strategy.
In addition to this, we are speaking with GMCA – another trailblazer – about approach and to explore
the potential for collaboration. In April meetings are planned with: Number 10 civil servants about
approach; evidence workshop with BEIS; and WMCA/GMCA meeting. Finally, we have been in touch
with Centre for Cities and the What Works Centre to ensure that we maximise their offer of external
support and challenge.

3.2

Emerging findings: subsectors
Whilst we are only part way through the process to develop the evidence base, sector action plans,
and Grand Challenges, below are some of the early areas emerging, which we would like to test with
you today.
A first objective of the work has been to drill down to a more granular level to identify our sector
strengths below the transformational sector level. Below are those which have consistently emerged
through the evidence stage and consultations. We would like to test these with the SEP Board as they
evolve.
Transformational SEP sector
Automotive
Aerospace
BPFS
Life sciences
Construction

3.3

WM subsector strengths
Battery development; drive train; CAV
Specific component manufacturing
A full services sector
Devices; data testing; diagnostic trials
Offsite
modern
manufacturing
in
housebuilding; brownfield land remediation &
innovative approaches to building and
placemaking; construction skills across
transport, housebuilding, and industrial in
scale and volume

Next steps: the pre-recess document
In advance of the full WMIS, we have previously discussed with the SEP Board the potential for a presummer recess announcement, based around a short document which acts as a WMIS precursor.
The exact form and function of the document is to be agreed and we would welcome a discussion with
the SEP Board around how it could look.
We would suggest that the function of the document be to:
- Affirm WM and Government commitment to the WMIS as a trailblazer local industrial strategy
2

- Reinforce the importance of WM to the UK economy and the specific contribution it can make
- Reconfirm some of the recent WM announcements which will contribute to WM growth: housing deal,
transforming cities fund
- Agree the sectors and subsector specialisms of the WMIS
- Announce:
1.
several headlines of the local industrial strategy which have emerged as early priorities
2.
an initiative around inclusive growth
3.
a slice of funding from one of the big Industrial Strategy funds for example the Strength in
Places Fund
The form of the document is anticipated to be around ten pages in length, to cover the following sections:
1.
Overview of the WMIS collaboration and approach and commitment to codesign
2.
Short section on the region – WM potential to contribute to UK productivity as the largest MCA
3.
Summary of what Government and WMCA are already doing to transform the region:
transforming cities, devolution deal, housing deal
4.
The role of the WMIS: trailblazer, focus on inclusive growth, productivity and Grand Challenges
5.
What we’ve found so far: agreement of sectors and subsectors, Grand Challenges, P&S
commission
6.
Early priorities for funding and action
7.
Next steps: WM and BEIS commitments to complete WMIS

Sarah Middleton
Chief Executive

Contact
Hywel Ruddick
Democratic Support Officer
Tel No. 01384 471104
hywel_ruddick@blackcountryconsortium.co.uk
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Appendix 1

West Midlands Industrial Strategy: achieving our ambition
Summary
The West Midlands Industrial Strategy will be a joint plan to make the region Europe’s largest concentration of high-value
industry in a new industrial age. It will build on the West Midlands’ unique assets and be based on a detailed understanding
of the region’s business base and the actions needed to sustain growth. It will focus on specific sectoral opportunities and
investment in skills and human capital to drive productivity and inclusive growth.
1. Our vision for the West Midlands
The Government and the West Midlands Combined Authority will work together across the 3 LEP geography to develop
and implement an Industrial Strategy for the West Midlands as one of three pathfinder local industrial strategies. The
West Midlands Industrial Strategy will:
-

Identify and deliver high impact actions and investments that will drive productivity, value and growth in the
West Midlands and UK, based on real and distinct specialisms and opportunities.
Be bold about creating the conditions for inclusive growth.
Promote a long-term vision that looks to opportunities to 2030 and beyond, but is clear about the actions needed
now.
Be backed by a rigorous evidence base, led by businesses with strong academic challenge and support.
Be a collaborative effort between Government, local leaders, LEPs, universities and business.
Be precise about specific sub-sector specialisms and the specific actions or investments that will unlock progress
against them.
Include a West Midlands response to the Grand Challenges and the opportunities for local businesses and a
national contribution, through a co-ordinated response by the region’s leading academics, businesses and policy
makers.

This will be a strategy driven by a comprehensive understanding of businesses in the West Midlands and the decisions
that drive their growth. The output will be the West Midlands Industrial Strategy – an action focused concise plan,
underpinned by specific actions plans for major sectors. The West Midlands will prioritise sectors and sub sector
specialisms that offer genuine competitive advantage and where the future opportunities are nationally and locally
high impact, building on the work undertaken to create the WMCA’s Strategic Economic Plan. Through the evidence base
we will test their potential to be transformative and drill down into the detail of existing and future strengths and
specialisms within our major sectors:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advanced Manufacturing: Automotive, Metals & Materials, Rail & Aerospace and Food & Drink
Life Sciences: Diagnostics & Trials
Professional Services: Finance, Legal & Accounting
Creative
Construction - Modern Construction Methods
Logistics/transport technology
Low carbon technology

This paper sets out how we will work together to deliver a West Midlands Industrial Strategy over the course of 2018,
ahead of Government’s deadline of March 2019.
2. The
Midlands

West

With the highest annual productivity growth of any region in 20161, the West Midlands is an important existing and
future driver for the UK economy. The Industrial Strategy will build on the area’s existing assets2 and planned
investment, including:
1

Regional and sub-regional productivity, HMG (2017)

2

West Midlands Combined Authority Strategic Economic Plan
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•

•
•
•
•

•

Vibrant business base: the West Midlands is home to dynamic businesses of all sizes and sectors – from large
anchor firms like JLR and supply chains across multiple sectors including aerospace, rail and automotive, to the
internationally-significant cluster of digital gaming businesses in Leamington Spa. The highest number of startups registered outside London was in Birmingham, around 17,500 in 2016.
Science and innovation: the region has first-class research and innovation infrastructure – including six universities
and renowned institutions like Warwick Manufacturing Group.
Significant infrastructure and housing growth: The West Midlands has committed to building 215,000
additional homes over the next 15 years, linked to investment in new metro lines, very light rail, two new HS2
stations and a wider connectivity package.
Young population: the highest proportion of people aged 24 and under in England – 32.7%, compared to an
average of 30.4% across all LEP areas. A total of 52,000 people graduate in the region each year and retention
of young people is high – 70% of college leavers stay to work and start businesses in the region.
National and global connectivity: HS2 will further boost the West Midlands’ already strong connectivity
advantages bringing London to within 45 minutes. Birmingham Airport is an increasingly international gateway,
with more direct flights to Asia than anywhere else outside London. All UK markets are within four hours of the
regions businesses.
Commonwealth Games and City of Culture: are unique opportunities for the region to showcase its assets and
create a legacy that delivers increased investment and tourism, alongside inclusive growth for our residents.

3. The West Midlands’ and BEIS approach
We will build on these assets through a focus on the West Midlands’ business base. We have a good understanding
of our sector make-up, but through this work we will develop a more granular understanding of the region’s many
firms and value chains. Government and the West Midlands will work together to build a detailed analysis of these
businesses and the drivers of firm-level productivity. Our ambition is for the West Midlands to be one of the bestunderstood local economies in the UK.
A West Midlands Industrial Strategy Evidence Group will build this granular analysis. Membership of this group will
come from the LEPs, the Black Country Consortium, the West Midlands Growth Company and the Combined Authority.
BEIS sector specialists and analysts will support the work. The West Midlands will work with regional universities, including
Warwick University and Birmingham University’s City-REDI to develop a comprehensive analysis of the opportunities
and challenges facing the region.
Investment in human capital will be central to unlocking inclusive growth that benefits people across the whole of the
West Midlands. The Industrial Strategy will build on the work already underway, including the Skills Advisory Panel
and the Mayors’ Productivity and Skills Commission to provide the evidence on skills gaps in key sectors and action
needed to address them.
We will work together to develop imaginative proposals addressing the Industrial Strategy’s four Grand Challenges:
Artificial Intelligence, Clean Growth, Mobility and Ageing Society. Harnessing the region’s universities and strengths in
Automotive and other sectors will be central to this. We will also make sure the strategy is underpinned by extensive
input from across the West Midlands. Codesign and collaboration is embedded at every stage of the process. In due
course the WMCA will run a consultation that seeks views from businesses of all sizes and sectors, universities, the third
sector and more.
Local and national leadership
The West Midlands Industrial Strategy will be driven by the input of local business and political leaders and developed
with the full input of national Government. Mayor Andy Street will be responsible for overall leadership of the West
Midlands Industrial Strategy, working closely with the region’s LEPs and businesses.
WMCA will use the Mayoral Capacity Fund to support the development and delivery of the Industrial Strategy and
work with LEPs and champions from the business community who will lead our engagement with businesses.
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BLACK COUNTRY LOCAL ENTERPRISE PARTNERSHIP
16th April 2018
BLACK COUNTRY STRATEGIC ECONOMIC PLAN – GROWTH DEAL
Project Approval Recommendation: Managing Short Trips Tranche 2 (SEPPL45)
– Change Request
1.

Purpose of Report

1.1

To request that the LEP Board approve the change request for the Managing Short Trips Tranche
2 project within the Growth Deal programme.

2.

Recommendations

2.1

That the LEP Board:

2.2

Approve the Change Request for the Managing Short Trips Tranche 2 project within the
Growth Deal programme. Grant funding of £195,000 is to be transferred from 2017/18 to
2018/19.

3.

Report Detail

3.1

A summary of the proposed project is provided below:

Managing Short Trips Tranche 2 - £195,000 transfer from 2017/18 to 2018/19
Funding Source

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

Grant Agreement

£2,000,000

£2,254,850

Latest Forecast

£1,805,000

£2,449,850

-£195,000

£195,000

Variance

3.2

2019/20

Total

SAN03 is a narrow section of towpath between Bromford Road and Albion St. The scheme
was put forward at the request of Sandwell MBC as the towpath provides a means of avoiding
a busy road junction for cyclists and pedestrians. The Trust manages some 2000 miles of canal
and navigable river across England and Wales and this section is not unique in having a
deteriorating wall. This is inevitable on 200-year-old infrastructure. Due to the narrowness
of this section, the new towpath surface needs to be constructed directly adjacent to the
waterway wall meaning that the condition of the wall is critical to the paths construction.

9a - Managing Short Trips Tranche 2 v1.0
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3.3

Before beginning repair, contractors working on the project began carrying out a more
detailed survey below the waterline, from within the canal using dry suits. They have
discovered that the issues are far more extensive below the waterline than originally thought.
Repairs would necessitate the use of cofferdams and dewatering the canal. As well as
additional cost, it would also require a stoppage to the navigation which will need to be
planned and advertised. Therefore, the step has been taken to put work on SAN03 on hold
until further investigations can be carried out. Any additional survey costs would not be
included as part of the Growth Deal funding allocation – this would be covered by the WMCA.

3.4

The delivery of the 0.75km of towpath will now be delivered in 2018/19.

4.

Financial Implications

4.1

All the costs associated with this proposal form part of the LGF programme and will be covered
by allocations from government associated with this programme. This includes the use of any
interest accrued by the Accountable Body to cover costs associated with the delivery of
Accountable Body functions, as approved by its (Walsall Council) Cabinet on the 29th October
2014.

5.

Legal Implications

5.1

The appropriate Grant Agreements are in place and will be utilised by the Accountable Body
(Walsall Council), and include all conditions passed onto the LEP by Government, together will
all terms, conditions, performance measures and sanctions as required by the
approvals/conditions received from Government or approved by the LEP Board or the Joint
Committee.

6.

Risk Management

6.1

Risk will be managed through the on-going monitoring of individual projects and their ability to
deliver the required spending profiles and outcomes for the programme as required or agreed
with Government and set into place by the LEP Board and the Joint Committee.

7.

Equality Implications

7.1

None at the time of drafting.

Source Documents
•
•

April FSG Paper
Managing Short Trips Change Request document
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NB – Source documents may be subject to the Access to Information Rules, in that they could
disclose Exempt Information as detailed:
1. Information relating to any individual.
2. Information which is likely to reveal the identity of an individual.
3. Information relating to the financial or business affairs of any particular person (including
the authority holding that information).
4. Information in respect of which a claim to legal professional privilege could be maintained in
legal proceedings.
Each application to view source documents, will be subject to review of what information can be
shared in the public domain.
Contact Officer & Author
Sarah Middleton
Chief Executive
Black Country Consortium Ltd

9a - Managing Short Trips Tranche 2 v1.0

Robbie Chahal
Head of PMO
Black Country Consortium Ltd

Black Country LEP Board
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Agenda Item 9b
BLACK COUNTRY LOCAL ENTERPRISE PARTNERSHIP
16th April 2018
BLACK COUNTRY STRATEGIC ECONOMIC PLAN – GROWTH DEAL
Project Removal Recommendation: Growing Priority Sectors - Repose Furniture Ltd (SEPB1)

1.

Purpose of Report

1.1

To request that LEP Board approves the removal of the Repose Furniture Ltd project, part of
Growing Priority Sectors, from within the Growth Deal programme.

2.

Recommendations

2.1

That the LEP Board:

2.2

Approve the removal of the Repose Furniture Ltd project, part of Growing Priority Sectors, from
within the Growth Deal programme.

2.3

Note the removal of this scheme will create capacity of £73,000 for future Growing Priority
Sectors project bids.

3.

Report Detail

3.1

A request for a £73,000 GPS grant for a £246,000 project from Repose Furniture Ltd was
originally recommended for approval by the LEP Sub Board in September 2017. The application
has since been approved by the LEP Board and the Black Country Joint Committee. However,
during this process a Due Diligence review of the application was undertaken that revealed that
the company had a reserve bank account containing approximately £1.6m. This calls into
question the company’s claim that the project will not go ahead without grant funding.

3.2

The original project appraisal can be found in Appendix 1. A letter from the company’s
consultant explaining why a grant is required despite having such a cash reserve can be found
in Appendix 2. The Due Diligence report has been forwarded with this report.

3.3

Other issues for consideration are: •
•

The Due Diligence provider has confirmed that at no point has the company obviously
tried to mislead the LEP.
Sandwell MBC Legal Services have confirmed that the application is still State Aid
eligible despite the company having such substantial cash reserves. However, the
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opening

line

to

the

guidance

issued

to

all

applicants

clearly

states

“Growing Priority Sectors (GPS) is a £2m per year fund operating between April 1 2015
to 31 March 2018 with the aim of strengthening the capacity of Black Country
businesses to take advantage of new market opportunities by providing grants to
businesses with growth projects that cannot find adequate finance elsewhere.”
•
•

•

4.

No further evidence has been provided to support the statements made in the letter in
Appendix 2 that the cash reserve is needed to fund future expansion.
Only company turnover, profit and balance sheet are considered in the appraisal
process so the cash reserves only came to light after LEP approval had been given. (N.B
– in order to avoid this situation arising again Due Diligence will now be started when
future applications are first received and before the appraisal/approval process is
started).
The original appraisal of this application achieved a score of 40/76, which includes 7
points for “additionality”, and as a consequence a recommendation from the appraisal
panel to approve. Had the appraisal panel been aware of this cash reserve the
additionality score would have been zero which would have given an appraisal score of
33/76 (i.e. under 50%) and therefore a recommendation to reject the application.

Financial Implications
Note the removal of this scheme will create capacity of £73,000 for future Growing Priority
Sectors project bids.

5.

Legal Implications

5.1

None.

6.

Risk Management

6.1

Risk will be managed through the on-going monitoring of individual projects and their ability to
deliver the required spending profiles and outcomes for the programme as required or agreed
with Government and set into place by the LEP Board and the Joint Committee.

7.

Equality Implications

7.1

None at the time of drafting.
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Source Documents
•
•
•

Growing Priority Sectors Sub-Board paper, February 2018.
Appendix 1 - Original company appraisal.
Appendix 2 - company grant requirement.

NB – Source documents may be subject to the Access to Information Rules, in that they could
disclose Exempt Information as detailed:
1. Information relating to any individual.
2. Information which is likely to reveal the identity of an individual.
3. Information relating to the financial or business affairs of any particular person (including
the authority holding that information).
4. Information in respect of which a claim to legal professional privilege could be maintained in
legal proceedings.
Each application to view source documents, will be subject to review of what information can be
shared in the public domain.

Contact Officer & Author
Sarah Middleton
Chief Executive
Black Country Consortium Ltd

9b - GPS Repose Furniture Ltd v1.0

Robbie Chahal
Head of PMO
Black Country Consortium Ltd

Black Country LEP Board
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Agenda Item 9c
BLACK COUNTRY LOCAL ENTERPRISE PARTNERSHIP
16th April 2018
BLACK COUNTRY STRATEGIC ECONOMIC PLAN – LAND AND PROPERTY INVESTMENT FUND
Project Approval Recommendation: Springfields Phase 1 Infrastructure and Remediation
(SEPPL114)

1.

Purpose of Report

1.1

To request that the LEP Board approve the funding request for the Springfields Phase 1
Infrastructure and Remediation Scheme project.

2.

Recommendations

2.1

That the LEP Board:

2.2

Approves the Accountable Body for the Land Fund (Wolverhampton City Council) to proceed to
a Grant Agreement with University of Wolverhampton, to the value of £4,420,000 to deliver the
Land and Property Investment Fund funded elements of the Springfields Phase 1 Infrastructure
and Remediation project - with delivery to commence in the 2018/19 financial year.

3.

Report Detail

3.1

A summary of the proposed project is provided below:

Springfields Phase 1 Infrastructure and Remediation project - £4,420,000 in 2018/19
16/17

17/18

18/19

LPIF - LEP Grant

£4,420,000

Applicant Own
Funds

£1,880,000

19/20

Total
£4,420,000

£200,000

£2,080,000

3.2

The application relates to a funding request of £4.42 million in the form of a LPIF grant as a
contribution from the Black Country LEP towards delivery of 2.28 hectares of serviced and
remediated development land within the Springfield Campus site. The project is closely linked
to the SOABE proposals, in that the proposed infrastructure will service SOABE together with
the proposed future development sites, providing a comprehensive solution which will enhance
the previous proposals relating to SOABE servicing and remove the likelihood of further
disruption to SOABE services upon the delivery of future phases of the scheme.

3.3

The two proposals are further linked through the proposed infill of SOABE basement space, with
contaminated soils (asbestos) from the proposed future development plots, where it will be
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sealed, providing considerable costs savings (estimated at over £4 million) compared to the
alternative of removing contaminated soils off site.
The proposed installation of infrastructure and remediation works will further support the
SOABE development and facilitate future development of the Springfield Campus site, with a
view to delivering future phases comprising circa 39,691 sq.m. training/research/employment
space, expanding the already proposed/delivered 16,915 sq.m. comprising WMCUTC, SOABE
and ECMS.

3.4

The project will:
Deliver 2.28 hectares (5.63 acres) fully remediated and serviced development land
Support delivery of additional accommodation envisaged to bring the total learning space up
to circa 39,691 sq. m.
• provide educational infrastructure which responds to the sector of advanced manufacturing,
building technologies and environmental technologies
• provide a Centre of Excellence in the built environment through re-use of dilapidated Grade II
Listed buildings, bringing together academic and business expertise in key growth sectors.
• deliver indirect/direct employment outputs as well as skills within the supply chain of skills for
the future.
•
•

3.5

It is recommended that:
i) that funding in the maximum sum of £4,420,000 be offered subject to the standard form of
LPIF grant funding agreement and subject to those additional conditions as set out below:
• Prior to entering into any Funding Agreement the applicant to confirm that funding is fully
available to complete the scheme.
• The standard form of LPIF funding agreement to be entered into subject to such alteration
as the City of Wolverhampton Council (CWC) as Accountable Body consider appropriate.
• The maximum level of grant funding to be in the sum of £4,420,000.
• Grant to be drawn down against qualifying expenditure relating to site remediation and
infrastructure works.
• Grant to be drawn down based upon the provision of quarterly certificates of value
produced by an appropriately qualified Cost Consultant with a duty of care to CWC as
Accountable Body to the LEP for LPIF funding.
• Grant to be drawn down at a rate of 83.49% of qualifying expenditure.
• Clawback to apply in respect of grant funding relating to the Development Plots (total area
of 6.22 acres) with a market value in existing condition of £950,000 and a reported market
value in remediated and serviced condition of £3,111,500.
• In the event that the Development Plots are to be developed for any use other than the
provision of education (specifically excluding car parking and student housing), then upon
either disposal or the obtaining of planning consent (whichever the sooner), clawback
shall be repayable, assessed upon 80.88% of the market value or capital receipt
(whichever the higher), on a pro rata (acreage) basis, up to a maximum sum of £2,161,500
(plus interest at a rate of X% per annum dependent upon level of security offered – eg
legal charge etc) and to be agreed by CWC as Accountable Body accordingly.
• In the event that the development plots (or any part thereof) shall not have been
developed out within a period of 10 years, then clawback shall be assessed based upon
the above provision and repaid accordingly.
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ii) that the previously Approved SOABE application for Growth Deal Grant support be
combined with this Infrastructure & Remediation application that is integral to delivering the
SOABE facility, and that one single Grant award is made through LPIF, and the previous Grant
Award Approval of £3.52m agreed through Growth Deal funding, be transferred into LPIF
Grant Award.

3.7

The outputs are detailed below:

TOTAL OUTPUTS FOR SPRINGFIELDS PHASE 1 INFRASTURCURE AND REMEDIATION

Business Assisted

no.

Direct /
Indirect
Direct

Skills – Learners Assisted
Skills – Apprenticeships
Starts
Jobs Created

no.

Direct

55

60

65

65

65

245

no.

Direct

31

40

50

50

50

221

no.

Direct

9

3

7

6

0

25

Land Remediated
New Employment
Floorspace

Ha

Direct

0

0

2.28

0

0

2.28

Sqm

Direct

0

0

0

0

39,691

39,691

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

21+

Total

Outputs

Metric

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

21+

Total

12

13

40

40

40

145

SOABE OUTPUTS BREAKDOWN

Business Assisted

no.

Direct /
Indirect
Direct

108

108

Skills – Learners Assisted
Skills – Apprenticeships
Starts
Jobs Created

no.

Direct

255

255

no.

Direct

175

175

no.

Direct

28

28

Land Remediated

Ha

Direct

1.12

1.12

Sqm

Direct

8131

8131

Outputs

New Learning Floorspace

Metric

4.

Financial Implications

4.1

All the costs associated with this proposal form part of the LPIF programme and will be covered
by allocations from WMCA associated with this programme.

4.2 In the event that the scheme does not complete and outputs are not achieved, but grant has
been paid to the applicant, the Accountable Body reserves the right to claw back grant back
from the applicant. This will be covered by provisions in the Grant Agreement relating to claw
back, plus additional security will need to be provided by the applicant, in the form of a legal
charge, performance bond or charge over bank account.
The form of security and financial vetting of the applicant will form part of the due diligence
process, prior to signing of the grant agreement.
5.

Legal Implications
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5.1

The appropriate Grant Agreement will be put in place with the bidder, by the Accountable Body
(Wolverhampton City Council), and include all conditions passed on by the LEP Board, Joint
Committee, and agreed with the Accountable Body (Wolverhampton City Council).

5.2

See paragraph 3.6 for recommended conditions to be included in the contract.

6.

Risk Management

6.1

Risk is being managed through the on-going monitoring of individual projects and their ability
to deliver the required outputs/outcomes for the programme as required or agreed with West
Midlands Combined Authority, and put into place by the LEP Board and Black Country Joint
Committee.

7.

Equality Implications

7.1

None at the time of drafting.

Source Documents
•
•

FBC Application from University of Wolverhampton for Springfield’s Site
Due Diligence assessment report from Thomas Lister

NB – Source documents may be subject to the Access to Information Rules, in that they could
disclose Exempt Information as detailed:
1. Information relating to any individual.
2. Information which is likely to reveal the identity of an individual.
3. Information relating to the financial or business affairs of any particular person (including
the authority holding that information).
4. Information in respect of which a claim to legal professional privilege could be maintained in
legal proceedings.
Each application to view source documents, will be subject to review of what information can be
shared in the public domain.
Contact Officer & Author
Sarah Middleton
Chief Executive
Black Country Consortium Ltd

9c Springfields Phase 1 Infrastructure Remediation v3.0
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PMO Analyst
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BLACK COUNTRY LOCAL ENTERPRISE PARTNERSHIP
16th April 2018
BLACK COUNTRY STRATEGIC ECONOMIC PLAN – LAND AND PROPERTY INVESTMENT FUND
Project Approval Recommendation: National Brownfield Institute Seed Funding (SEPPL60)

1.

Purpose of Report

1.1

To request that the LEP Board approve the funding request for the National Brownfield Institute
Seed Funding project.

2.

Recommendations

2.1

That the LEP Board:

2.2

Approves the Accountable Body for the Land Fund (Wolverhampton City Council) to proceed to
a Grant Agreement with University of Wolverhampton, to the value of £500,000 to deliver the
Land and Property Investment Fund funded elements of the National Brownfield Institute Seed
Funding project - with delivery to commence in the 2018/19 financial year.

3.

Report Detail

3.1

A summary of the proposed project is provided below:

National Brownfield Institute Seed Funding project - £500,000 in 2018/19
16/17
LPIF - LEP Grant

17/18

18/19
£500,000

19/20

Total
£500,000

3.2

This application requests support to secure a dedicated Strategic level resource (Programme
Director) to accelerate the development of the National Brownfield Institute (NBI) from Concept
through into pre-delivery status. The Programme Director would be charged with taking the
NBI scheme’s vision and ambitions through to a high-level delivery plan, supported by key
stakeholders, that provides a Regional and National resource within an iconic setting on the
Springfield site that is aligned to School of Architecture and Built Environment (SOABE) and BRIC
centres of excellence.

3.3

The vision for the NBI is to create a world-class industry cluster in Brownfield regeneration
based at the University of Wolverhampton’s Springfield site. By integrating research, innovation
and skills provision, the NBI will help address multiple big issues and deliver positive impact
locally, nationally and internationally. It will:
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•
•
•
•

Lead innovation and industry change – become a market leader in brownfield development,
land remediation and construction skills.
Attract international investment into housing schemes
Accelerate public sector development of housing sites, providing homes across a range of
tenures.
Provide an expert approach to developing a regional pipeline – founded on a forensic
analysis of delivery and sites.

3.4

The scheme is supported by WMCA and the Mayor’s office who are enthusiastic to see the NBI
concept translated into a functional Regional and National resource, delivered and owned by
the University.

3.5

The University are seeking Approval in Principle to charge a sum of up to £500,000 against a
future potentially successful LPIF Grant application to deliver the NBI scheme. The funding is
likely to be consumed over an 18-month period resulting in an FBC application for LPIF support
from a scheme that has sufficient detail to be subjected to full professional property-based
evaluation in 2019/20.

3.6

It is recommended that Approval in Principle be offered in the maximum sum of £500,000 to
the University to secure a dedicated Strategic level resource (Programme Director, with related
design & development costs) to accelerate the development of the National Brownfield
Institute up to completed FBC submission status, and subject to those additional conditions as
set out below:
•
•
•
•

University to Cashflow the costs of the Resource & related design & development costs, up
to a maximum of £500,000 until an LPIF Grant Award is secured
or University to Cashflow the Resource & related design & development costs, until any
alternate source of Financial Support is secured that will fund these upfront costs
University to put in place effective governance arrangements including an industry
mandated Programme Board.
Regular monthly Progress reports be submitted to the LEP, in standard PSR format via the
BCC PMO, to confirm progress achieved.

4.

Financial Implications

4.1

All the costs associated with this proposal form part of the LPIF programme and will be covered
by allocations from WMCA associated with this programme.

4.2 In the event that the scheme does not complete and outputs are not achieved, but grant has
been paid to the applicant, the Accountable Body reserves the right to claw back grant back
from the applicant. This will be covered by provisions in the Grant Agreement relating to claw
back, plus additional security will need to be provided by the applicant, in the form of a legal
charge, performance bond or charge over bank account.
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The form of security and financial vetting of the applicant will form part of the due diligence
process, prior to signing of the grant agreement.
5.

Legal Implications

5.1

The appropriate Grant Agreement will be put in place with the bidder, by the Accountable Body
(Wolverhampton City Council), and include all conditions passed on by the LEP Board, Joint
Committee, and agreed with the Accountable Body (Wolverhampton City Council).

5.2

See paragraph 3.6 for recommended conditions to be included in the contract.

6.

Risk Management

6.1

Risk is being managed through the on-going monitoring of individual projects and their ability
to deliver the required outputs/outcomes for the programme as required or agreed with West
Midlands Combined Authority, and put into place by the LEP Board and Black Country Joint
Committee.

7.

Equality Implications

7.1

None at the time of drafting.

Source Documents
I.

Summary Application from University of Wolverhampton for NBI scheme support

NB – Source documents may be subject to the Access to Information Rules, in that they could
disclose Exempt Information as detailed:
1. Information relating to any individual.
2. Information which is likely to reveal the identity of an individual.
3. Information relating to the financial or business affairs of any particular person (including
the authority holding that information).
4. Information in respect of which a claim to legal professional privilege could be maintained in
legal proceedings.
Each application to view source documents, will be subject to review of what information can be
shared in the public domain.
Contact Officer & Author
Sarah Middleton
Chief Executive
Black Country Consortium Ltd
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Minutes of a Meeting of the Black Country Local
Enterprise Partnership Funding Applications Sub-Group
4th April 2018 at 3.00pm at The Deckhouse, Brierley Hill
Present:

Simon Eastwood
Chris Handy
Ninder Johal
Tom Westley

Carillion Developments plc;
Accord Group;
Nachural Communications; and
Westley Holdings.

In Attendance: Robbie Chahal
Paul Mellon
Hywel Ruddick

Black Country Consortium Ltd;
Black Country Consortium Ltd;
Black Country Consortium Ltd.

Local Growth Fund:
Mark Lavender
Conrad Parke

Walsall MBC; and
Sandwell MBC.

Land and Property
Investment Fund:
Carl Pearson

30/18

West Midlands Combined
Authority (Dial-in)

Declarations of Interest
Tom Westley advised of his declarations in respect of the Elite
Manufacturing Centre and Dudley College. Neither were under
consideration at the meeting.
Ninder Johal declared his pecuniary interest in the following
applications as a Governor of the University of Wolverhampton and
took no part in the voting or consideration thereon: -

1
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Minute 54/18
LPIF – Springfield Phase 1 Infrastructure and
Remediation – University of Wolverhampton
Minute 55/18
National
Brownfield
University of Wolverhampton
31/18

Institute,

Springfield,

Minutes
The Minutes of the meeting held on the 15th March 2018 were
submitted.
Agreed that the minutes of the meeting of the meeting held on 15th
March 2018, be confirmed as a correct record.

Part A – Local Growth Fund – Walsall Accountable Body representatives in
attendance
32/18

Growing Priority Sectors – Update
The meeting was provided with an update on spend to date; the
performance against contracted programme outputs; and the
Programme pipeline.
The meeting also noted the Change request approvals for contract
extensions, sought between meetings for GPS projects that were no
longer going to achieve a significant proportion of their spend by March
2018 and agreed via e-mail by Board Members, for the following
projects: Company Approved Spend
Slippage Explanation
Name
Grant
To Date Request
Chicken
£158,000
£0 £158,000 Delay in development of the
Joes
bespoke software that
underpins the whole
investment.
Ramfoam £180,000
£0 £180,000 Building purchase fell through.
Now looking for new premises.
Alucast
£259,600 £56,702 £202,898 Building purchase fell through.
Now looking for new premises.
Quality
£300,000 £58,459 £241,541 Planning application turned
2
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Metal
Strut
Direct

£94,262

£33,849

down. Alternative solution
being pursued.
£60,413 Lead time on bespoke
equipment has been extended.

It was noted that there were further updates on Ramfoam Ltd and
Alucast Ltd on the Agenda.
Agreed: 1) that the update be noted; and
2) that the Board approve and confirm the action taken between
meetings in respect of the Change Requests.
33/18

Growing Priority Sectors – AIB Food
The Sub-Group considered an application by AIB Food Ltd for
£150,000 for a £750,000 project to bring in-house the manufacture of
food products currently manufactured in the Netherlands. The
application aimed to create 10 new jobs plus 5 apprenticeships by
March 2022, at £10,000 per job and an average salary of £25,100 per
annum leveraging £600,000 of private sector funding.
The Sub-Group noted that the overall score was just under the
accepted standard of 50%, although it received no score under the
“high value manufacturing” definition. The application offered good
value for money.
It was asked if the Group had previously approved projects that had
received a score under 50% and this was confirmed.
Whilst the Project had received a score 1 point under the 50%
threshold, given the creation of 15 new jobs and the salary value, it was
Agreed that the LEP Board be recommended to approve the
application for funding by AIB Food. subject to the following conditions:
a)
b)
c)

a maximum grant of £150,000 to help implement a £750,000
project;
leverage £600,000 of private sector funding;
the creation of 15, to include 5 apprenticeships, new jobs by March
2022;
3
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d)
34/18

confirmation of match funding to successfully deliver the project.

Growing Priority Sectors – Allen’s Crankshafts Ltd
The Sub-Group considered an application by Allen’s Crankshafts Ltd.
for £60,000 for a £475,000 project to fund the purchase and installation
of new machinery. The application aimed to create 4 new jobs, plus 2
apprenticeships, by March 2022, at £10,000 per job and an average
salary of £27,000 per annum leveraging £415,000 of private sector
funding.
It was noted that the balance sheet for number of preceding years
showed a negative balance. The meeting was advised that this issue
would be considered under the Due Diligence review, if the application
was supported. The Sub-Group also commented
The Sub-Group noted that the overall score was above the accepted
standard of 50%, the application offered good value for money and an
average salary above the Black Country average.
Agreed that the LEP Board be recommended to approve the
application for funding by Allen’s Crankshafts Ltd. subject to the
following conditions: a) a maximum grant of £60,000 to help implement a £475,000
project;
b) leverage £415,000 of private sector funding;
c) the creation of 6 new jobs, to include 2 apprenticeships by March
2022;
d) confirmation of match funding to successfully deliver the project;
and
e) that the company be not allowed to re-finance the new machinery
purchased with the grant.

35/18

Growing Priority Sectors – Frameclad Ltd
The Sub-Group considered an application by Frameclad Ltd. for
£100,000 for a £500,000 project to fund the purchase and installation of
new machinery. The application aimed to create 10 new jobs, plus 2
apprenticeships, by March 2022, at £15,000 per job and an average
salary of £29,900 per annum (without inclusion of a £120,000 per
4
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annum Director’s post the average salary dropped to £17,900)
leveraging £400,000 of private sector funding.
The Sub-Group noted that the overall score was above the accepted
standard of 50%, the application offered good value for money and the
average salary, as revised, was below the Black Country average.
Agreed that the LEP Board be recommended to approve the
application for funding by Allen’s Crankshafts Ltd. subject to the
following conditions: a) a maximum grant of £100,000 to help implement a £500,000
project;
b) leverage £400,000 of private sector funding;
c) the creation of 12 new jobs, to include 2 apprenticeships by
March 2022;
d) confirmation of match funding to successfully deliver the project.
(Chris Handy advised that he would not participate or vote on this
application, as the company was a competitor with his company).
36/18

Growing Priority Sectors (GPS) – Change Request – Alucast Ltd
The Sub-Group considered a Change Request application by Alucast
Ltd. for the re-financing of three machines purchased with GPS grant to
sustain growth of the company. There was no change to the agreed
outputs.
The Sub-Group noted that the company wished to use the re-financing
to fund additional growth. However, there was no reference in the
application as to what the money would be re-used for and given
applications had approved outputs, it was felt that the re-financing
application should be linked to additional outputs to be achieved.
Agreed that the change request by Alucast Ltd. to re-finance the three
machines be deferred: a) for the receipt of additional information on what additional project
Alucast Ltd wanted to fund; and
b) any associated enhanced outcomes.
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37/18

Growing Priority Sectors (GPS) – Change Request – Autostyling
Ltd
The Sub-Group considered a Change Request application by
Autostyling Ltd. for the finance originally approved for a new scanner,
software and accessories, to be used to improve other processes,
although none had been identified as yet.
The meeting was advised that if the Change request was rejected,
Autostyling could re-apply for GPS grant when they had a new project
proposal.
Agreed that the change request by Autostyling Ltd be rejected.

38/18

Growing Priority Sectors (GPS) – Change Request – JC Payne Ltd
The Sub-Group considered a Change Request application by JC Payne
Ltd to extend funding into Quarter 1 (April to June) of 2018/19, in order
to facilitate the completion of a property purchase which had been
delayed by the vendor. There was no change to the agreed outputs.
Agreed that the change request by JC Payne Ltd to extend the GPS
grant into Quarter 1 of 2018/19 be approved and confirmed.

39/18

Growing Priority Sectors (GPS) – Change Request – Ramfoam
The Sub-Group considered a Change Request application by Ramfoam
for the change of spend from a building purchase to an extension of an
existing building. There was no change to the agreed outputs.
The Chair queried that the sum to purchase for the building purchase
and the sum for the proposed change request, that is the extension of
an existing building, were exactly the same. The Sub-Group concurred
with his view.
The meeting was advised that the GPS rules did not allow the payment
of professional fees and that they would need to re-submit their budget
breakdown.
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It was noted that it would be useful for Sub-Group Members to be made
aware of the rules and Conrad Parke advised that he would incorporate
into the appraisal.
Agreed that the change request by Ramfoam Ltd. be deferred for
additional information on the budget breakdown for the proposed
extension of an existing building.
40/18

Growing Priority Sectors (GPS) – Change Request – Chamberlain
Hill Ltd
The Sub-Group considered a Change Request application by
Chamberlain Hill Ltd. to extend funding into 2018/19 as there had been
site testing delays on a purchased machine cell. There is no change to
the agreed outputs.
Agreed that the change request by Chamberlain Hill Ltd be approved
and confirmed.
(Tom Westley advised that he had a personal interest in that he knew
the owner of the company and took no part in the voting or
consideration thereon.)

41/18

Growing Priority Sectors (GPS) – Change Request – Slickstitch
Ltd
The Sub-Group considered a Change Request application by
Slickstitch Ltd. to extend funding into 2018/19 as there had been a
delay in payment for the machines purchased.
Agreed that the change request by Slickstitch Ltd be approved and
confirmed.

42/18

Forecast utilisation of £31.38M Growth Deal Funds 2017/18
The meeting was advised that the latest in-flight Dashboard indicated at
27/03/2018 a forecast spend by individual approved schemes of
£29.87m in 2017/18.
It was noted that based on previous years’ experience there was an
inherent risk of slippage and therefore, in addition to the fortnightly
7
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monitoring, the PMO had undertaken a series of deep dive reviews with
projects during November to identify a more accurate reforecast of
expected claims in 2017/18, which was now completed. The findings
indicated a likely forecast spend for LEP approved schemes in 2017/18
of circa £25m. The revision downwards to £25m reflected a more
realistic assessment of the projects ability to deliver their approved
schemes in 2017/18 and reflected the current confirmed status of
schemes.
The meeting was advised that in order to recover the potential £6m
shortfall on 2017/18 year-end outturn, a number of proposals had been
discussed with the Accountable Body, and their preferred options,
shared with BEIS at the Annual Conversation.
Agreed that the update be noted.
43/18

Deployment of Contractual commitments (Apr-June)
The meeting was advised that Walsall Accountable Body would extend
the year-end period from March to June. Any expenditure incurred
during Apr-Jun 2018 could be claimed against 2017/18, subject to an
evidenced contract being in place for the proposed works by
31/03/2018. The approach had been accepted by BEIS and had been
successfully deployed in years 1 and 2 of the programme.
Agreed that the update be noted.

44/18

Combine Wolverhampton Interchange and City North Gateway
Phase 1 (M54 J2 to Vine Island) as CWC programme
Reference was made to the approved Growth Deal schemes
sponsored by the City of Wolverhampton Council. The meeting was
reminded of the proposal to accelerate £4m of funding allocated to City
North Gateway Phase 1 in 2018/19 into 2017/18 and award to the
Interchange project.
Whilst the approach would impact on the individual scheme intervention
rates, there was a nil overall effect on the grant allocation for the two
schemes, and the match funding requirements provided by City of
Wolverhampton. The PMO and BC Transport Director are working with
CWC finance and the Interchange project team to assess the feasibility
of this option. Initial cashflows suggest the Interchange project will be
8
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able to claim £4m in 17/18. The change is on course to be approved by
the April Black Country Joint Committee. However, formal agreement
would be required by the WMCA to allow additional support to be
offered from Growth Deal to the Interchange scheme.
Reference was made to the Goscote Lane and Pensnett Schemes that
could be utilised to deliver a similar result in regard to bring forward
£4m of expenditure into 2017/18, if the WMCA would not allow the
additional support referenced. Mark Lavender advised that if this
solution was required all claims would need to be made between April
and June 2018.
Agreed that the update be noted.
45/18

Commitment of Growth Deal Funds from 2017/18 to 2020/21
The meeting was advised that the ‘Utilisation of Grant Funding’ profile
had been updated to incorporate the full £18.5m funding bid for the
Very Light Rail scheme, and the withdrawal of Middlemore Lane
scheme of £4m and Sandwell College Engineering Bid of £0.5m. As a
result, there was currently £2.73m over commitment of Growth Deal
funding by close of 2020/21, subject to all committed Schemes coming
forward as currently valued.
In summary over the remaining life of Growth Deal (GD), there
remained a continuing Cashflow issue in each year, which reflected the
factors originally noted for 2016/17 programme. Coupled with the
current year programme slippage these factors have been exacerbated
by the revised Grant Award profiles notified in GD3 by BEIS in March
2017. These required the reprogramming of schemes to match the
“flexed” expenditure profiles for approved schemes through the latter 3
years of Growth Deal. Members were reminded of the profile of the
original BCC bid (GD 3) containing “indicative” schemes, differed
radically from the final BEIS Grant award notifications.
The GD3 profile was raised with BEIS at the Annual Conversation held
in December 2017. BEIS have agreed to receive revised GD3 funding
profile submission to review awarding additional flexibility. The PMO is
working with the Accountable Body to target a revised submission to
BEIS as the remaining pipeline of delivering future Growth Deals
schemes begin to crystallise.
9
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The PMO will continue to recommend a degree of over programming in
each of 2018/19 and 2019/20 Grant years, but FSG members need to
note that No Over Programming can be considered for the final year of
the Growth Deal, 20/21 as it could result in unfunded contracted spend.
Agreed that the update be noted.
46/18

Transport Update
It was noted that GD3 had to be 50% transport allocation and the
meeting noted that the Director of Transport had a range of schemes
and spend profiles to achieve this.
Reference was made to Site Investigations that had been approved
and it was noted that these could be moved from LGF funded projects
through to LPIF funded projects.
Agreed: 1) that the update be noted; and
2) that the Black Country Director of Transport attend a future
meeting of the Sub-Group to report on his pipeline of transport
schemes and the status of the current allocations.

47/18

Growth Deal – Growing Priority Sectors Funding extension –
Growing Priority Sectors bid for extension of Grant Support £2m
in 2017/18 to 2018/19
Members noted that the GPS reports had ben submitted earlier in the
meeting.

48/18

Growth Deal – Change Requests – Managing short trips tranche 2
– Change Request to Defer SAN03 from 2017/18 to 2018/19
The meeting was advised that the SAN003 change request related to a
narrow section 0.75km of towpath between Bromford Road and Albion
St.
Prior to repair, the contractors working on the project undertaken a
detailed survey below the waterline and discovered that the issues
10
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were far more extensive below the waterline than originally thought.
Repairs would necessitate the use of cofferdams and dewatering the
canal. As well as additional cost, it would also require a stoppage to
the navigation which would need to be planned and advertised.
Sandwell Council have therefore taken the step to put work on SAN03
on hold until further investigations can be carried out.
Due to this repair and investigative work required, it is requested that
SAN03 be moved into 2018/19.
Agreed that it be recommended to LEP Board that the Managing Short
trips project, SAN03 be moved from 2017/18 into 2018/19.
49/18

Woods Lane scheme, Sandwell £5.14 grant award at 100% of
scheme costs
An extensive discussion took place examining the proposals from
Sandwell MBC, the progress to date of the Scheme in claiming £3.68m
and the likelihood of a future LPIF bid from Galliford Try to complete the
remediation of the current part of the site and deliver circa 100 Housing
units.
FSG members, acknowledged that they wished to see outputs from the
scheme and commented that they needed to have more confidence
that there was a way forward with sufficient end outputs to be achieved.
It was noted that as well as the 2.75 ha of reclaimed land the project
had installed service road infrastructure to the site and thus with the
inclusion of this information it could be considered as part of a wider set
of outputs to include the indirect outputs together with any subsequent
grant required to deliver housing from the site.
Agreed that the FSG request the applicants, Sandwell MBC, to resubmit a re-packaged proposal for Woods Lane, taking into account the
valuation of all the remediation that had been undertaken on the site, to
include the infrastructure (roads and utilities) that had been completed.

50/18

Growth Deal – Schemes not yet achieved Grant award
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The following schemes were noted as not yet having achieved Grant
Award contracts/applications: Chances Glass works site assembly, Sandwell - £660k
Relocation of Wolverhampton College, (City Learning Quarter) - £13m
Agreed that the update be noted.
51/18

School Of Architecture Build Environment (SOABE) scheme
transfer to LPIF
It was noted that the University of Wolverhampton Springfields Phase 1
Infrastructure and Remediation scheme would also include the original
GD approved SOABE scheme and a report would be submitted to the
next meeting of the Group.
Agreed that the update be noted.

52/18

LGF Dashboards
• In Flight Current Financial Year
• Future Years
• Pipeline
Agreed that the dashboards be noted.

Part B – Land and Property Investment Fund – Wolverhampton Accountable
Body and West Midlands Combined Authority representatives in
attendance
53/18

Update on Forecast utilisation LPIF allocation
The Sub-Group were advised of the programme forecast for the £53m
LPIF allocation and the further £97m potential allocation.
The meeting was advised of the agreed Direct Outputs of Housing
Units, 1600, Jobs created, 1860 and Commercial Floorspace (sqm)
delivered 126,000. Currently the Pipeline include Jobs created of 3,261
and Commercial Floorspace of 169,270. However, Housing was
underperforming with 905 units in the pipeline. The impact on the LPIF
Pipeline of the Homes England remit to deliver Housing was becoming
12
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evident with the first scheme about to withdraw its bid to the LEP in
favour of the Homes England route to securing financial support.

Agreed: 1) That the Sub-Group note progress on the LPIF approved
schemes; and
2) Note continued development of the LPIF Pipeline of deliverable
schemes.
54/18

LPIF – Springfields Phase 1 Infrastructure and Remediation –
University of Wolverhampton
The application relates to a funding request of £4.42 million in the form
of a LPIF grant as a contribution from the Black Country LEP towards
the delivery of 2.28 hectares of serviced and remediated development
land within the Springfield Campus site. The meeting noted that the
project was closely linked to the SOABE proposals, in that the
proposed infrastructure would service SOABE together with the
proposed future development sites, providing a comprehensive solution
which would enhance the previous proposals relating to SOABE
servicing and remove the likelihood of further disruption to SOABE
services upon the delivery of future phases of the scheme.
The project would: • deliver 2.28 hectares (5.63 acres) fully remediated and
serviced development land.
• support delivery of additional accommodation envisaged to
bring the total learning space up to circa 39,691 sq. m.
• provide educational infrastructure which responds to the sector
of advanced manufacturing, building technologies and
environmental technologies.
• provide a Centre of Excellence in the built environment
through re-use of dilapidated Grade II Listed buildings,
bringing together academic and business expertise in key
growth sectors.
13
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• deliver indirect/direct employment outputs as well as skills
within the supply chain of skills for the future.
Agreed that FSG Members recommend to LEP Board that: 1) Endorse the proposed Securitisation offering from the University
to the Wolverhampton Accountable Body in relation to the
Remediation and Infrastructure bid, as acceptable.
2) Endorse the award of £4,420,000 LPIF Grant to University of
Wolverhampton to complete the planned Remediation and
Infrastructure development that supports delivery of the
previously Approved SOABE scheme on Springfields site, as
described above, with the Conditionality detailed above to be
included in Grant Award Contract.
3) Endorse the proposed transfer of the Approval to support SOABE
from Growth Deal Grant Award of £3.52m, into a combined LPIF
Grant award covering the SOABE build and the related
Remediation and Infrastructure development.
4) Recommend negotiations on Security offered by the University be
concluded to the satisfaction of Wolverhampton Accountable
Body prior to transfer of SOABE funding from Growth Deal over
to LPIF.
5) that the previously Approved SOABE application for Growth Deal
Grant support be combined with this Infrastructure & Remediation
application that is integral to delivering the SOABE facility, and
that one single Grant award is made through LPIF, and the
previous Grant Award Approval of £3.52m agreed through
Growth Deal funding, be transferred into LPIF Grant Award.
6) That the following conditions be applied to the funding of the
maximum sum of £4,200,000, subject to: a) the standard form of LPIF grant funding agreement;
b) Prior to entering into any Funding Agreement, the applicant to
confirm that funding is fully available to complete the scheme;
c) The standard form of LPIF funding agreement to be entered
into subject to such alteration as the City of Wolverhampton
Council (CWC) as Accountable Body consider appropriate;
d) The maximum level of grant funding to be in the sum of
£4,420,000;
e) Grant to be drawn down against qualifying expenditure relating
to site remediation and infrastructure works;
f) Grant to be drawn down based upon the provision of quarterly
certificates of value produced by an appropriately qualified
14
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g)
h)

i)

j)

55/18

Cost Consultant with a duty of care to CWC as Accountable
Body to the LEP for LPIF funding;
Grant to be drawn down at a rate of 83.49% of qualifying
expenditure;
Clawback to apply in respect of grant funding relating to the
Development Plots (total area of 6.22 acres) with a market
value in existing condition of £950,000 and a reported market
value in remediated and serviced condition of £3,111,500;
In the event that the Development Plots be developed for any
use other than the provision of education (specifically
excluding car parking and student housing), then upon either
disposal or the obtaining of planning consent (whichever the
sooner), clawback will be repayable, assessed upon 80.88% of
the market value or capital receipt (whichever the higher), on a
pro rata (acreage) basis, up to a maximum sum of £2,161,500
(plus interest at a rate of X% per annum dependent upon level
of security offered – e.g. legal charge etc) and to be agreed by
CWC as Accountable Body accordingly;
In the event that the development plots (or any part thereof)
shall not have been developed out within a period of 10 years,
then clawback shall be assessed based upon the above
provision and repaid accordingly.

National Brownfield
Wolverhampton

Institute,

Springfield,

University

of

The meeting was advised that the application sought support to secure
a dedicated Strategic level resource (Programme Director) to
accelerate the development of the National Brownfield Institute (NBI)
from Concept through into pre-delivery status. The Programme
Director would be charged with taking the NBI scheme’s vision and
ambitions through to a high-level delivery plan, supported by key
stakeholders, that provides a Regional and National resource within an
iconic setting on the Springfield site that is aligned to SOABE and BRIC
centres of excellence.
The vision for the NBI is to create a world-class industry cluster in
Brownfield regeneration based at the University of Wolverhampton’s
Springfield site. Provide an expert approach to developing a regional
pipeline – founded on a forensic analysis of delivery and sites. The
scheme is supported by WMCA and the Mayor’s office who want to see
15
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the NBI concept translated into a functional Regional and National
resource, delivered and owned by the University.
The University are seeking Approval in Principle to charge a sum of up
to £500k against a future potentially successful LPIF Grant application
to deliver the NBI scheme. The funding is likely to be consumed over
an 18-month period resulting in an FBC application for LPIF support
from a scheme that has sufficient detail to be subjected to full
professional property-based evaluation in 2019/20.
Agreed that the FSG recommend to the LEP Board, that Approval in
Principle be offered in the maximum sum of £500,000 to the University
to secure a dedicated Strategic level resource (Programme Director,
with related design & development costs) to accelerate the
development of the National Brownfield Institute up to completed FBC
submission status, and subject to those additional conditions as set out
below: a) the Programme Director offer of remuneration being linked to
market rates;
b) University to Cashflow the costs of the Resource & related design
& development costs, up to a maximum of £500,000 until an LPIF
Grant Award is secured;
c) or the University to Cashflow the Resource & related design &
development costs, until any alternate source of Financial
Support is secured that will fund these upfront costs;
d) the University putting in place effective governance arrangements
including an industry mandated Programme Board;
e) Regular monthly Progress reports to be submitted to the LEP, in
standard PSR format via the BCC PMO, to confirm progress
achieved.
56/18

Update on Initial Evaluation of Portersfield Dudley Scheme bid for
£16m LPIF Grant support
The meeting was advised that the Portersfield Dudley Scheme Initial
application feedback had been submitted to Dudley MBC, that is
Dudley MBC were advised of the Group’s comments: a) to advise how the financial standing of the applicant could be
strengthened; and
b) to advise if the Transport Scheme could be delivered in
conjunction with the BC Transport Director.
16
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Dudley MBC had expressed thanks to the Group for their feedback.
Agreed that the feedback be noted.
57/18

LPIF Dashboard and Pipeline
The meeting was advised of the dashboard and current pipeline.
Agreed that the update be noted.

58/18

Dates of Future Meetings
The following schedule of remaining dates for 2018 were noted: 2nd May; 4th July; 1st August; 5th September; 3rd October; and 7th
November.
(The meeting closed at 4.50pm)
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BLACK COUNTRY LOCAL ENTERPRISE PARTNERSHIP
PLACE MAKING AND LAND THEME ADVISORY BOARD
DRAFT
Minutes of a Meeting Held at 8.30am on
13th February 2018 at Stephenson Room,
University of Wolverhampton, Glaisher Drive, Wolverhampton
Present:
Chris Handy – Chair;
Neil Baxter – Engie;
Jim Davies – Environment Agency;
Gary Fulford – Walsall Housing Group
Cllr. Lee Jeavons – Walsall MBC
Richard Preston – Canal & River Trust
Matthew Rhodes – Energy Capital;
David Warburton – Homes England
Tom Westley – Black Country LEP
In Attendance:
Sarah Middleton, Chris Styche and Hywel Ruddick – Black
Country Consortium Ltd;
Ian Culley – City of Wolverhampton;
Andy Stott – University of Wolverhampton;
Andy Thorpe – Sandwell MBC; and
Richard White – City of Wolverhampton
Apologies: Simon Eastwood, Prof. Mike Fullen and Simon
Tranter.
1/18

Minutes
The minutes of the meeting held on 27th November 2017 were
circulated.
Agreed that the minutes of the Place Making and Land Theme
Advisory Board held on 27th November 2017 were confirmed and
approved.

1

2/18

West Midlands New Build Standard for Healthy Housing Sustainable Housing Action Partnership (SHAP) & West
Midlands Housing Officers Group
In the absence of Richard White, Andy Thorpe of Sandwell MBC
provided an update on the SHAP conference, scheduled for 15 th
May 2018.
Sarah Middleton advised that there were ambitions for the Group
to develop the House of the Future with and conversations were
taking place with Matthew Rhodes and Pam Waddell regarding
energy and other innovation initiatives.
Agreed that the document be noted.

3/18

Garden City – update
The meeting was advised that David Tittle had co-ordinated a
Panel and a visit had been undertaken to the Pounds Lane site.
The Panel consisted of 12-14 people and had established a series
of bi-monthly meetings. It was noted that some of the Home
England schemes would take up the Garden City principles.
Neil Baxter commented that that schemes would still need to be
financially viable and that developers needed to be aware of any
additional costs for garden city accreditation early in the process.
The Chair advised that the principles would not always add costs
and could reduce costs. Neil Baxter suggested that there was a
need to engage with architects and designers and the Chair
agreed with this view, stating that a briefing session should be held
for these professionals.
The following additional comments were noted: • Euronet had developed sustainable housing in Europe and
the Black Country could develop something similar over time.
• Sustainable transport and health should be linked in to the
Garden City.
• Simple changes to gable ends and front doors could have an
instant impact.
• Reference was made to Norris Green in Liverpool, where
anti-social behaviour had been reduced through garden city
principles.
2

Agreed: 1)
that the update be noted; and
2)
that a briefing session be arranged for architects and
designers on the garden city principles and processes.
4/18

MIPIM 2018
Sarah Middleton provided an update on MIPIM and highlighted
that the Black Country would be promoting Advanced
Manufacturing and Garden City principles. The objective was to
create interest from developers in relation to housing and the
enterprise zones across the Black Country.
Agreed that the programme for MIPIM be shared with the Advisory
Board.

5/18

Homes England
David Warburton advised that Homes England was to “disrupt the
housing market” and deliver more new homes each year. He
advised that the Government had provided £4.1BN nationally and
£375m for the Midlands, equating to 13,000 new homes.
He referenced the Housing Infrastructure Fund (HIF) and
acknowledged that the nationally the programme did favour areas
of high demand, that is the South-East. There was consensus that
a formula was required that would provide for local ambitions and
growing need. David Warburton advised that it was a political
decision and highlighted that the South-East had large a green
belt, which the HIF formula favoured as the uplift in land value was
greater, whilst the Black Country had economic land.
Whilst the HIF was disappointing for the region it was asked how
the Housing Deal (HD) would benefit the region. David Warburton
advised that the HD was crucial for the West Midlands but would
not resolve the formula issue and highlighted that it was difficult to
persuade the Treasury to change the formula.
Sarah Middleton advised that in the short-term there was the
remaining Growth Deal funding, plus the Land Remediation Fund
and there was a need to influence the incoming UK Prosperity
Fund. The Chair commented that 2.9k homes had been built in the
3

Black Country last year but that the need was for 4-4.5k homes
year on year.
It was observed that the smaller companies could not receive
rebates and that there was a need to consider a “consortia”
approach for these companies in the supply chain.
With reference to workforce issues and the lack of skills, it was
noted that work was being undertaken through the Skills Factory
and that the BC Director of Skills would share the mapping of the
skills gap to the next meeting.
With reference to the WMCA, Dave Warburton, advised had
potential to develop a joint delivery team and expand land
acquisition of sites not of interest to the private sector.
Reference was made to land owners blocking development and
that there was a need for local authorities to use Compulsory
Purchase Order powers, which could accelerate housing delivery.
The Chair suggested that the WMCA, Homes England, WM local
authorities and WM housing associations should work together for
the benefit of the region.
Agreed: 1) that the update be noted;
2) that the Skills Dashboard be presented to the next meeting;
and
3) that work be undertaken to encourage joint working across
the WMCA, Homes England, WM local authorities and WM
housing associations to deliver the Housing Deal for the
region.
6/18

Powering Growth and Energy Capital
Matthew Rhodes provided an update on the work undertaken.
He highlighted the launch of the Regional Energy Strategy on 28th
March 2018 with the potential for £200m form the Industrial
Strategy to develop a local energy solution. He agreed to circulate
the final report to Members of the Advisory Board.
Tom Westley advised that other countries companies, such as
4

Germany, had a competitive advantage as their energy costs were
much lower than those for UK companies. It was noted that the
Industrial Strategy was key to the development of energy
innovation zones which would be located in the existing Enterprise
Zones. Matthew Rhodes advised that the National Grid was linked
into the work of being undertaken with Lord David King.
Agreed: 1)
that the update be welcomed; and
2)
that the
7/18

Conclusion and Next Steps
Chris Handy advised that the comments had been captured and
any identified matters would be reported to the next meeting of the
Advisory Board.

8/18

Future Agenda Items
The following items were to be included: • Apprenticeship Training Mapping
• Core Strategy update

9/18

AOB
• Land Remediation Relief on Brownfield Land Survey
Andy Stott advised that Ben De Waal required the
identification of sites for land remediation, so that he could
provide examples of how sites not thought to be viable could
be made viable.
Jim Davies, Environment Agency, advised that his
organisation could be used as a conduit to unlock brownfield
land.
• Brownfield Research and Innovation Centre
Sarah Middleton advised that the Centre had support from
the WMCA and needed to link into the Housing Deal. She
advised that the Centre was part of the Springfield
Development at the University of Wolverhampton.

5

• Green Growth Group
The meeting was advised that a Smart City event was to be
held in April, hosted by the University of Wolverhampton and
when the date was agreed it would be circulated to the
Advisory Board.
10/18 Date of Next Meeting
It was noted that the next meeting would be in on 21st April 2018.
Meeting ended at 10.05 am.
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BLACK COUNTRY LOCAL ENTERPRISE PARTNERSHIP
COMPETITIVENESS THEME ADVISORY BOARD
DRAFT
Minutes of the Meeting held at 9:00am on
7th March 2018 – Business Solutions Centre,
Wolverhampton Science Park, Glaisher Drive, Wolverhampton
Present:
Paul Brown – LEP Board (Chair);
Charles Addison – MADE in the Midlands;
Andy Cox – LEP Board;
Peter Dirken – Innovate UK;
Marc Fleetham – University of Wolverhampton;
Keren Jones – City of Wolverhampton;
Christine Hamilton – Dept. International Trade
Paul Nicol – SIMCO;
John Poole – Federation of Small Businesses (FSB);
Councillor Ian Kettle – Dudley MBC;
Councillor John Reynolds – City of Wolverhampton;
Tom Westley – LEP Board;
John Wood – Liberty.
In Attendance:
Sarah Middleton – Black Country Consortium
Dan Carins – Growth Hub
Sajid Butt – Calderdale College
Ravi Kumar - Black Country Consortium
Shafim Kauser - Black Country Consortium
Colin Parker - Black Country Consortium
Peter Smith – BEIS
Hywel Ruddick – Black Country Consortium
Zoey West – Walsall MBC
Apologies
Steve Havins, Julie Heywood, Tim Johnson, and Charlotte Horobin.
1/18

Welcome and introductions/role and the purpose of the Board
The Chair welcomed all to the meeting and members introduced themselves.

2/18

Declarations of Interests
No declarations were made.

3/18

Minutes of the Meeting held on 13th December 2017

1
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The minutes of the meeting of the Board held on 13th December 2017 were
circulated.
The Chair referenced Minute 46/17 Midlands Engine Investment Fund, he
advised the £250m fund had been launched across the 10 LEPs and for this
meeting there was a need to consider the pipeline of projects in the Black
Country.
Dan Carins advised there had been little take up for the Equity fund and
stated that there need to be and event to market the equity fund.
Agreed that the minutes of the meeting held on 13th December 2017 be
received and confirmed as a correct record.
4/18

Regional Updates
a) WMCA – Productivity & Skills Commission
The meeting received a presentation on the 3 LEP approach to the
Industrial Strategy which was integral to the Productivity and Skills
agenda.
Reference was made to the Apprenticeship levy which now was
costing companies more than before. The meeting was advised that
the Skills Factory had undertaken work on mapping the construction
industry along with the CITB and 10 specific jobs had been identified
where additional training schemes were required.
With reference to identifying new apprenticeship training schemes, the
meeting was advised that the Skills Factory listened to the needs of
employers.
Tom Westley commented that the start of the new system had caused
some dislocation and advised of the impact on the foundry industry.
b) Energy Update
Tom Westley provided an update and highlighted that Professor David
King was leading the work on the Energy. He stated that the request to
Government was for the regions to have Energy Innovation Zones, in
the Black Country the intention was to linked these to the existing
Enterprise Zones and highlighted that Matthew Rhodes was compiling
the figures. He highlighted that the Energy Capital meeting would be
held on 28th March 2018.
John Wood commented that in the Black Country there was a need to
help companies, especially SME’s to look at sub-metering, similar to
home smart meters, so that companies could look to reduce energy
usage in the short-term.
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Tom Westley acknowledged that this linked into the energy solution but
the key was that distribution costs needed to be reduced. Dan Carins
advised that through the European Structural Investment Fund (ESIF)
there were free energy audit grants available for up to £40k.
c) WM Growth Company – Business Plan
The Chair noted that the WM Growth Company Business Plan had been
circulated as a separate document and asked that the Growth Company
Chief Executive be asked to attend the next meeting to take Members
through the document.
Agreed: 1) That the WMCA be asked to provide regular updates on the
Productivity and Skills Commission;
2) that in the energy update be noted; and
3) That the WM Growth Company Chief Executives attend the next
meeting of the Advisory Board to present on their business plan.
5/18

Innovate UK
Peter Dirken gave a presentation on the work of Innovate UK (IUK), which
was the innovation agency for the UK to generate new technologies.
He advised that the UK research and innovation budget was £6BN and whilst
individual organisations till retained their own remit IUK was the overarching
body and advised of the relevant sectors to include battery technology,
transforming construction, food production, next generation services, energy
revolution and quantum technologies.
The Chair asked how the funds were communicated and he was advised that
they were all on the Growth Hub website and it was noted that they tended to
be led by bigger companies and fed down to smaller companies.
Marc Fleetham advised that the University worked with large companies to
champion Innovate UK.
On a question regarding who the lead for battery technology was, the meeting
was advised that it was the Faraday Challenge through the Warwick
Manufacturing Group.
It was suggested that a case study be developed to include data and metrics,
through the Growth Hub alongside Innovate UK.
Agreed that Peter Dirken work with the Growth Hub to provide case studies.

6/18

Carillion Taskforce
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The meeting was advised of the Taskforce established by the City of
Wolverhampton.
The Taskforce had undertaken actions in relation to the Supply Chain,
Redundancy Support and Apprenticeships.
Supply Chain - the Chamber of Commerce and Growth Hub had taken the
lead, offering guidance and support to companies identified in the supply
chain to Carillion.
Redundancy – package had been offered to people being made redundancy
and companies in the supply chain regarding insolvency workshops.
Apprenticeships – the Skills Factory had taken the lead with the construction
side dealt with by the CITB.
Councillor John Reynolds stated that the speed with which the Taskforce had
been established and how all had reacted spoke well of partnership working.
He advised that because of the situation that had happened with the
Goodyear plant, those that had come together had knew their roles.
The Chair commented that there was a lack a of awareness with the big
projects and stated that there should be some PR to promote the work
undertaken. Keren Jones advised that she would report that back to the City
of Wolverhampton.
Agreed that the update be noted.
7/18

Industrial Strategy
The Advisory Board were notified that the Local Industrial Strategy (LIS) and
Strategic Economic Plan (SEP) were being considered together. There had
been a conversation around the five foundations to the strategy – Ideas,
People, Infrastructure, Business Environment and Places - and the 3 LEPs
across the WMCA were working collaboratively to produce the LIS.
It was noted that the LIS was being fast tracked and because of the work on
the SEP a lot of evidence was already available. The aim was to see
transformational change.
Peter Smith advised that the timescales were tight as BEIS wished to see a
draft LIS before the Summer recess.
Agreed that the update be noted.

8/18

Careers & Enterprise Company
The meeting was advised that the National Careers Strategy had reinforced
the need for the schools to have the 8 Gatsby benchmarks. He advised that
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76 schools had been contacted, 72 were now engaged and 75% had an
Adviser matched to the school.
With reference to the Compass Tool the Chair asked if this was selfassessment and this was confirmed.
Cllr. John Reynolds stated that there was a need to look at Academy Schools
as previously local authorities had more control.
Agreed that the update be noted.
9/18

Calderdale College Update
The Chair had agreed to the additional item.
Sajid Butt, Calderdale College, provided an update on their work in the Black
Country and highlighted that they had a budget remaining of £4.2m, 7373
businesses had participated thus far with 3150 learners having received
training. He stated that they were currently spending £0.5m per month and
that the timeline for delivery of the project had been extended.
Reference was made to Sandwell businesses and it was noted that the
expectation was that they should receive a proportionate spend of the budget
allocation.
Agreed that the update be noted.

10/18

Growth Hub
• Dashboard Development
• Notes of Strategic Growth Hub Board
• HVM City – Business Plan and Dashboard
Dan Carin provided an overview of the CRM management information and the
Chair confirmed that the information was much better.
The meeting was advised that there 15 full time equivalent navigators, with
access to 30 across the piece. It was agreed to distribute the dashboards.
Reference was made to the need for metrics mapped against business rates
and with reference to referrals there was a need to know why businesses did
not engage with the Growth Hub. The meeting was advised that this
information was held in the background.
Charles Addison commented that many of the companies were autonomous
to the UK and based in Germany or the USA, thus were difficult to engage
with at the right level.
HVM City
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Ravi Kumar stated that the business plan was finalised and that training had
been prvodied for the three Growth Hubs across the WMCA geography. He
advised that an Oldbury based company had been successful in winning the
first contract through the platform, plus tow other firms had now won
contracts. More contracts were scheduled to go on the platform and Sandwell
were producing a “Bid Smarter App” funded by the Growth Hub.
Andy Cox advised that there was a need for a private sector tool, good
metrics, contracts to be entered properly and detail relevant requirements, He
advised that with instruction of GDPR there were issues of importing data
inherited from other websites and that this would be a major issue as of 18 th
May 2018.
Agreed that the respective updates be noted.
11/18

Chamber of Commerce
It was noted that this would be deferred and considered at the next meeting of
the Advisory Board.

12/18

Federation of Small Businesses
John Poole provided an update on the work of the Federation and recent
changes to how it was structured, which would be nine English regions with
the West Midlands and Staffordshire being a sub-rgion.
In light of the changes and because his own business now required greater
attention, he advised that he would be stepping away from his involvement
with the Federation and thus would no longer attend the Advisory Board
meetings going forward.
The Chair thanked John Poole for his contribution on the Advisory Board and
on behalf of the meeting wished him very success. He asked who would
undertake the FSB role and was advised that it would be Karen Woolley.

13/18

Brexit Note
Tom Westley advised that the group had met for the third time and that
companies had been asked to provide data on the true cost of Brexit to them.
Agreed that the update be noted.

14/18

Department of International Trade (DIT) – 2018 Programme and Impact
Christine Hamilton provided an update on the work undertaken by DIT and the
programme for 2018. She advised that they had struggled to identify new
exporters but that they were developing a new export strategy targeting midsized companies which was felt would have more impact.
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It was noted that DIT had an achieved £63.5m of exports across the Black
Country. The Chair expressed his concern that the regions £20BN economy
should have a greater export value of goods and Christine Hamilton confirmed
the figure would increase.
It was noted that DIT had 5 ITAs, which the Advisory Board felt was
inadequate in the context of Brexit. It was also felt that the ITA did not have
enough experience of the region and Sarah Middleton stated that the LEP
could look how to offer support and assistance to them.
Agreed that the update be noted.
15/18

AOB
Future Agenda Items
The Chair requested the following items for the next Agenda: • Land Banking and Housing
• Innovate UK
• Membership – businesses to identify potential new Members.
Broadband – Wolverhampton City Centre
Ravi Kumar advised that an application for funding had been submitted to
Government for funding and that the LEP would be notified this month.
Finance Birmingham
John Wood advised that Liberty had submitted an application in November
2017, which had just been processed. He commented that the bureaucracy
involved was not commercial or practical and commented that his company’s
experience could be used as a case study.
It was acknowledged that the process was too slow and there was a need to
review the processes.

16/18

Date of Next meeting
Agreed that the schedule of meetings in 2018 be agreed with the Chair and
circulated through to Members.

Meeting ended at 11.05am.
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Minutes of a Meeting of the
Active Black Country Board
DRAFT
27th March 2018 at 9.00am
Black Country Housing Group, 134 High Street, Rowley Regis B65 0EE

01/18

Present:

Deborah Williams
Richard Callicott
Arwyn Jones
Amanda Tomlinson

Chair
Independent Board Member
Independent Board Member
Independent Board Member

In Attendance:

Sarah Middleton, Ian Carey, Tim Aldred and Shafim Kauser Black Country Consortium Ltd.

Apologies:

Graham Macpherson, Alison Shipway, Cllr Peter Miller, John
Denley and Van Willerton

Conflicts of Interest and Declarations of Interests
None
Chair reminded all Board members to return completed declarations of interest
forms to secretariat if they have not been done so already.

02/18

Approval of Minutes of Board Meeting on 21st November 2017 and Matters
Arising
Agreed that the minutes of the meeting held on 21st November 2017 were received
and confirmed as a correct record.

03/18

Actions from Active Black Country Away Day – January 2018
Agreed that the actions from the Black Country were received and confirmed as a
correct record.

04/18

Year End Programmes:

a) Sport England Q4 Update

1
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IC reported on the Q4 update submitted to Sport England and circulated with
the agenda. Membership of the ABC Director and Chair to various groups and
bodies was noted. Progress and activity on other issues was noted. Board
noted the RAG ratings. Chair advised that at present, we have not had a
response from Sport England.

b) Programme Performance
i. Programme Reports
IC and TA provided a year end update on all programme delivery as outlined in
the report circulated with the agenda. IC provided details of items of interest to
include action taken to develop local action groups including the local authorities
to bring partners together and work on specific issues.
RC reported that he attended a primary school conference in Walsall which he
found to be excellent. RC advised that more schools were now involved and
there is a significant increase in primary school premium funding.
RC provided an update on the plans for an inclusion festival that he is leading.
The intention is to begin with a small festival and allow this to grow organically.
Board noted the success of individual programmes and those that are
continuing for another 6-12 months. Board thanked IC for the detailed report
and found this to be informative.
ii. Finance
IC reported on the financial position up to 31st January 2018.
Items of
particular note were drawn to the Board’s attention in particular changes to
income received and SLA contributions.
SM advised that the Board can be provided with any further information should
further clarity be required.
Board noted the financial position and found the current presentation of the
report with explanatory commentary clear and informative.

c) Safeguarding
TA reported on the status and progress of the safeguarding policy and
implementation as outlined in the report circulated with the agenda.
Board noted the progress to date and further action.
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05/18

Towards an Active Black Country Strategic Alignment
a) Updates
IC provided an update as detailed in the report circulated with the agenda.
Board noted membership of the ABC Director to the Black Country and West
Birmingham NHS STP Wider Determinants of ill Health Group and the work
being undertaken to develop the priority for the wider determinants for ill health
strand.
Chair felt that this was an important link to meet the partnership’s strategic aims
and health outcomes.
AT advised that the paper was helpful and asked that updates are reported in
this way at future meetings. AT requested that the issue of risk is incorporated
in future updates.

Agreed that the Board approved the progression of the hosted NHS STP post.

b) Pipeline of Opportunity
IC provided an update of emerging programmes of work and funding available
as outlined in the report circulated with the agenda.

06/18

Board Development

Chair reported on the paper prepared by AS and circulated with the agenda. Chair
advised that a draft recruitment pack had been produced by AS and once this has
been approved, recruitment will take place at the end of April.
Chair confirmed that soft approaches to potential Board members had been made.
Agreed that:
1. A nominations committee is formed
2. Members appointed to the ad-hoc committee are Deborah Williams,
Arwyn Jones, Amanda Tomlinson and Richard Callicott
3. Chair of the nominations committee shall be Deborah Williams
4. The nominations committee shall undertake the recruitment of new
Board members and make a recommendation to the Board
Agreed that the recruitment pack is shared with the Board once it is finalised. AT
agreed in principle to being a member of the nominations committee but advised
that this would depend on capacity.
3
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• West Midlands Regional Chairs Meeting
Chair reported on the last West Midlands Regional Chairs Meeting and
confirmed that the objective is to work together in a cohesive manner.
• Update and compliance with Sport England Tier 3 requirements
Board noted the matters outlined in the report circulated with the agenda.
• Priority Development Areas
A discussion took place regarding the Commonwealth Games. DW provided
details of various bodies and organisations currently involved in the funding and
development of the Commonwealth Games. Board noted that ABC are seeking
to co-ordinate with these organisations and to be able to link into the Games.

07/18

ABC Business Plan 2018-2019
IC gave a presentation detailing the structure of ABC and the four strategic themes.
IC advised that these themes are not linked to geographic areas. SM advised that
once the dashboard is developed, the Board will be able to capture the high-level
activity.
IC presented the budget to the Board and outlined areas of change which included
the reduction in funding and Sport England approval to carry forward amounts from
previous years. The carry forward amount from the current year will absorb the
reduction in funding.
SM advised that background information to the budget is available to the Board.
Agreed that IC will circulate the background information to the 2018/19
implementation plan.
The contingency amount was drawn to the Board’s attention. This contingency is
separate from the reserves and may be utilised to fund an awards event that has
not been budgeted for and funding would need to be drawn form sponsorship. AT
questioned if the partnership had the capacity and resource to obtain sponsorship.
Board discussed whether an alternative model may be delivered at a reduced cost.
RC felt that it was essential to hold an awards event, however other options should
be explored.
Agreed that IC will produce a paper outlining the alternative options to be
considered at the next meeting
4
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AJ questioned the broader intention to secure additional funding from other
sources. IC confirmed that senior posts currently being recruited for will develop
growth of funding.
SM confirmed that the dashboard will not only reflect the core funding but also
additional funding that the board may be able to bid for.
DW reported on how Sport England currently issue funding. Organisations will be
required to achieve a step change during the three-year period. DW has advised
Sport England that it may not be possible to achieve the step change but that
actions and processes will be in place to achieve the step change during the threeyear period.
Agreed that the Board approves the budget as presented for the year April 2018 to
March 2019

08/18

Forward Planner
• Items for inclusion
A general discussion took place regarding future plans and milestones.
Agreed that IC will develop the Forward Plan and circulate to the Board

09/18

Commonwealth Games
Sarah Middleton provided an update on the Commonwealth Games. RC advised
that he has been approached by the University of Wolverhampton who want to
build and run an arena in Wolverhampton. RC felt that there was a need and
demand for a 3 – 5k capacity arena.
SM advised that we need to understand the demand and whether it is a genuine
gap. If the demand is there, this can be built into the pipeline.
Agreed that IC will share a briefing note to all board members

10/18

Any other business
a) Sporting Equal Awards
RC advised that he attended this event and he was made aware that funding
has been created by the London 2012 Olympics. This is a resource that may be
tapped into.
RC will produce a paper detailing the funds available locally and nationally.
5
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b) Arena in Wolverhampton
RC advised that he has been approached by the University of Wolverhampton
who want to build and run an arena in Wolverhampton. RC felt that there was a
need and demand for a 3 – 5k capacity arena.
SM advised that we need to understand the demand and whether it is a genuine
gap. If the demand is there, this can be built into the pipeline.

11/18

Next Meeting
The next meeting of the Board will be held on Thursday 17 th may 2018 at 10.00am
at the National Metalforming Centre, 49 Birmingham Road, West Bromwich B70
6PY.

(The meeting closed at 11.20am)
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BLACK COUNTRY LOCAL ENTERPRISE PARTNERSHIP
Enterprise Zones – Implementation Group
Monday, 16th April 2018
1.

Purpose
This report is seeking Members support for the establishment of the BC LEP
Enterprise Zones Implementation Group and to undertake the Secretariat role for the
Group. The Group has previously been supported by Walsall MBC but as there are
now 4 Enterprise Zones at Darlaston, Dudley DY5, Wolverhampton North and i54
covering a number of sites, it is felt the co-ordination should be undertaken through
the BC Consortium offices. This also links into the findings of the Annual Conversation
which required the Board to show strengthened ownership of Enterprise Zones.

2.

Recommendations
The LEP Board is recommended to approve: a) the establishment of the BC LEP Implementation Group with reporting lines
through to the LEP Board; and
b) the Terms of Reference for the BC LEP Enterprise Zones Implementation Group.

3.

Report Detail: -

3.1 Walsall MBC’s secretariat has previously supported Enterprise Zones –
Implementation Group. Given the number of Enterprise Zones have increased and
cover a wider geography of the Black Country, Walsall MBC have approached the BC
LEP with a view to us supporting the Group, which will now report through to LEP
Board.
3.2 Tom Westley currently Chairs the Group and in future it would be envisaged that the
Group would continue to be chaired by a private sector business lead form the LEP.
The Consortium’s Chief Executive is also a member of the Group.
3.3 The Annual Conversation highlighted that Enterprise Zone (EZ) delivery was effective,
under Tom Westley’s chairing of the board, with Cabinet approval for Phoenix 10
imminent, and Dudley MBC supportive of the DY5 part of the Zone. It was noted that
the LEP needed to demonstrate ownership of the Enterprise Zone.
3.3 The LEP Board is a partner in DY5 – Dudley’s Business and Innovation Enterprise Zone
and a signatory to the Memorandum of Understanding. The LEP undertakes the role of
primary contact for the Government’s Cities and Local Growth Unit and has, in
consultation with the Relevant Local Authorities designed and submitted to the
Secretary of State a 5- y e a r implementation plan (Project Implementation
Document) (which sets out the major steps and the individual(s) and organisation(s)
who will be responsible to set up, operate and deliver the objectives and priorities
which have been agreed for the Enterprise Zone).
3.4 Members will note that that as part of the MOU Agreement, the Government in
permitting the Relevant Local Authorities to retain 100% of any business rate
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increase which accrues for a period of 25 years from the commencement date of the
Enterprise Zone, providing that such sums are directed towards the development of
the Enterprise Zones and surrounding area and thereafter towards the Local
Enterprise Partnership’s other identified growth priorities.
3.5 There is capacity within the LEP to support the secretariat function.
4.

Financial Implications

4.1 The Group will be supported from within the Enterprise Zones’ resources.
5.

Legal Implications

5.1 This report, if supported, transfers the Secretariat function from Walsall MBC to the
BC Consortium.
6.

Risk Management

6.1 No risks identified but resource implications will be monitored.
7.

Equality Implications

7.1 None at the time of drafting.

Sarah Middleton
Chief Executive
Black Country Consortium Ltd.
Contact
Hywel Ruddick
Tel 01384 471142
hywel_ruddick@blackcountryconsortium.co.uk
Supporting papers
Appendix – Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership: Enterprise Zones – Implementation Group – Terms of Reference
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Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership

Interim Terms of Reference
Enterprise Zones Implementation Group (EZIG)
Terms of Reference
1.

Remit

1.1

The Implementation Group will oversee and manage the delivery of the EZ Sites
for employment uses through the Business Rates Uplift funding mechanism
(‘the Programme’).

2.

Scope

2.1

The Implementation Group will oversee and manage the delivery of the EZ
Sites for employment uses through the Business Rates Uplift funding
mechanism (‘the Programme’).

3.

Terms of Reference

3.1

The BCGCWG will:-

3.1
3.2
3.3

3.8

To oversee the delivery of the Programme.
To meet on a bi-monthly basis or otherwise as required.
To bring any issues of concern to the attention of the Parties that would have
implications for the successful delivery of the Programme.
To agree the timeline for delivery of the implementation of the Programme, monitor
progress and ensure that agreed key milestones are achieved.
To establish individual work programmes for the Sites, including the specific tasks
that need to be delivered to ensure that the Programme progresses.
To ensure full compliance with Business Rates and Enterprise Zone legislation and
regulations.
The Accountable Body will provide written updates and recommendations to the
group on the progress of the Objectives.
To monitor and manage risk.

4.

Protocols

4.1

The Group will meet bi-monthly, or as and when necessary. Representatives
must attend each meeting or send a nominee.

3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7

4.2

Convening of Meetings
The Chairperson shall, after consultation with each representative and taking the
views of all representatives into account, have the power to cancel meetings when
there is insufficient business for the Implementation Group to consider.
Without prejudice to paragraph 4.1, no meeting of the Implementation Group shall
be cancelled in the event that a majority of all of the representatives signify in writing
1

(for the avoidance of doubt, such written signification may be by electronic means)
that the meeting should proceed.
4.3

Notices of Meetings
The Chairperson shall provide not less than 10 Working Days notice of a meeting
of the Implementation Group provided that in the case of emergencies, a meeting
may be called at any time on such notice as may be reasonable in the
circumstances.
Meetings of the Implementation Group shall be held at a venue to be agreed by the
Implementation Group and on such date and such time as was agreed by the
Implementation Group at the previous meeting. Where such dates times and
venues cannot be so agreed the Chairperson shall select the date, time and venue
of the next meeting.
Notice of cancellation of a meeting of the Implementation Group must be served on
all representatives not less than 24 hours before the meeting was due to
commence.

4.4

Quorum
A meeting of the Implementation Group shall not be quorate unless representatives
or their substitute from each Party are present.

4.5

Attendance at Meetings
Meetings of the EZIG Group should normally include the attendance (in person or
by substitute) of all representatives.
Meetings may also be held by telephone or another form of telecommunication by
which each participant can hear and speak to all other participants at the same time.

4.6

Procedure
In the event that the Chairperson is absent from any meeting of the Implementation
Group another representative shall be co-opted to the Chair for that meeting by a
majority of the representatives present (the ‘Acting Chairperson’).
Each representative may consult with colleagues from their own authorities in
relation to any aspect of the Programme or any grant application received in relation
to any matters discussed at the EZIG Group meetings.

4.7

Minutes
2

Minutes of all decisions meetings of the Implementation Group (including those
made by telephone and other form of telecommunication) shall be kept by BCC Ltd
and reported through the BC LEP Board. The minutes shall be circulated promptly
to the Parties and in any event within 10 Working Days of the meeting.
5.

Membership (TBC)
The Membership of the EZIG Group should not exceed 20 Members.
The core membership shall comprise of:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Chief Executive, Black Country Consortium
Black Country Enterprise Zone LEP Board Member
Head of Regeneration and Development, Dudley Council
Head of Regeneration and Development, Walsall Council
Commercial Development Manager, Wolverhampton City Council or a
representative of the Strategic Director Place

The membership will be supplemented by Local Authority officers when required,
to include, but not limited to:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Section 151 and Finance
Revenues and Business Rates
Economic Development / Regeneration
Legal

Modus Operandi
The Parties may each substitute representatives where necessary who may vote
on their behalf at meetings of the EZIG Group.
Chairperson
The LEP Board Member is the Chairperson of the EZIG Group.
The EZIG has been established as a sub-committee of the Black Country Local
Enterprise Partnership.
6.

Code of Conduct

Members are required to declare any personal or financial interests in any of the
business of the EZIG at the commencement of meetings.
Selflessness
Holders of public office should take decisions solely in terms of the public interest.
They should not do so in order to gain financial or other material benefits for
themselves, their families or their friends.
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Integrity
Holders of public office should not place themselves under any financial or other
obligation to outside individuals or organisations that might influence them in the
performance of their official duties.
Objectivity
In carrying out public business, including making public appointments, awarding
contracts or recommending individuals for awards and benefits, holders of public
office should make choices on merit.
Accountability
Holders of public office are accountable to the public for their decisions and actions
and must submit themselves to whatever scrutiny is appropriate to their office.
Openness
Holders of public office should be as open as possible about all the decisions and
actions that they take. They should give reasons for their decisions and restrict
information only when the wider public interest clearly demands.
Honesty
Holders of public office have a duty to declare any private interests relating to their
public duties and to take steps to resolve any conflicts arising in a way that protects
the public interest.
Leadership
Holders of public office should promote and support these principles by leadership
and example
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Black Country Local Enterprise Partnership
16th April 2018
LEP Financial Update and Growth Hub Budget

1.

Purpose of the Report

1.1 To request that the Board notes and approves the allocation of LEP Core funding for purchase
of computer equipment.
1.2 To request that the Board notes and approves the allocation of LEP Strategic funding for
Channel 4 consultancy.
1.3 To seek approval from the Board of the Growth Hub budget submitted to BEIS for the year
2018/19.
2. Recommendations
It is recommended that the Board:
2.1 Approves the allocation of £23,849 from Core bought forward funds for the purpose of
expenditure on laptops.
2.2 Approves the allocation of £30,000 from the Strategic bought forward funds for the purpose
of expenditure on the Channel 4 consultancy.
2.3 Approves the Growth Hub budget submitted to BEIS for the year 2018/19.
3.

Report Detail

Computer Equipment
3.1 The LEP board has developed a strategic approach to its IT needs due to the extensive
demands of remote access working, ensuring adequate levels of security, the growing
demands in sophistication and interoperability between the Programme Management Office
and the Economic Intelligence Unit, and also the necessity to update accountancy and payroll
systems.
3.2 Following a procurement exercise for replacement laptops, approval is now sought to
recharge a cost of £23,849 for LEP IT activities against the Core unallocated bought forward
balances
A summary of this figure is as follows:
Bought forward at 1st April 2017

£143,906

Proposed Laptop purchase

£ 23,849

Bought forward funds remaining

£120,057

Channel 4 Consultancy
3.3 The West Midlands Growth Company will appoint at risk KPMG and BOP consulting to
undertake the work on the basis that the £100k + VAT consultancy fee is split equally 4 ways
between WMGC, GBSLEP, CWLEP and Black Country LEP (£25k + vat each).
3.4 In line with previous expenditure on the Channel 4 project, it is proposed to draw the funding
from the Strategic Fund carry forward – a summary of this figure is as follows:
Bought forward at 1st April 2017

£195,727

Commissioning of consultants to support Ch4
Business case
Contribution to 2022 Commonwealth Games

£ 48,000
£ 50,000

Further Ch4 consultancy work

£ 30,000

Bought forward funds remaining

£ 67,727

Growth Hub Budget
3.5 Confirmation was received from BEIS in January 2018 of continued financial support for the
Growth Hub for the financial years 2018/19 and 2019/20.
3.6 A submission has now been made to BEIS for funding of £328,000 for 2018/19. BEIS have
been reviewing this on a granular basis and we are expecting confirmation in April which will
enable us to finalise the Business Plan. This will be reported via the Growth Hub Strategic
Board and reported in due course.
3.7 The Growth Hub budget breakdown is appended to the report.

Sarah Middleton
Chief Executive

Contact
Gloria Bates
Tel 01384 471108
gloria_bates@blackcountryconsortium.co.uk

Appendix

Growth Hub Budget 2018/19
Administration
Administrative Assistant
UoW Enquiry Line
UoW Goldmine Developer
UoW Goldmine Assistant
Governance Officer
EIU Data Analysis
Sub Total
Management
Head of Growth Hub
UoW Growth Hub Development
Sub Total

12,593
9,156
20,916
18,000
11,314
8,135
80,114
70,488
40,000
110,488

Marketing
Strategic Marketing project management
Marketing (External Contract until June 2018)
Marketing officer (from July 2018)
www.bcgrowthhub.com hosting
Proposition Fund
Collateral and PR
Sub Total

29,800
12,024
23,868
2,250
13,733
1,576
83,251

Other Expenditure
UoW Goldmine User License
HVM website
Meeting Costs
UoW Rent Rates Insurance etc
UoW BT Non Geo Number
External audit
Growth Hub Evaluation 2018/20
Sub Total

18,864
12,000
3,265
17,873
245
1,900
0
54,147

Total Expenditure

328,000

BLACK COUNTRY EXECUTIVE JOINT COMMITTEE – Wednesday 14 March 2018

DECISIONS – Decisions set out below cannot be implemented until 5 clear working

days after publication of this notice which is Thursday 22 March 2018

1.

Apologies
Councillor Steve Eling, Sandwell MBC
Councillor Patrick Harley, Dudley MBC
Councillor Roger Lawrence, Wolverhampton CC
Keith Ireland, Wolverhampton CC
Sarah Middleton, Black Country Consortium

2.

Notes of Previous Meeting held on 24 January 2018
18/0008

It was resolved that:
the notes of the meeting held on 24 January 2018 be confirmed as a true record.

3.

Matters Arising from the notes of the previous meeting
None.

4.

Declarations of Interest
Jan Britton, Chief Executive Sandwell MBC, declared an interest for item 10, as he is a
Governor of Sandwell College.
Local Government (Access to Information) Act, 1985 (as amended):

5.

There are no items to be considered in private session.
Black Country Local Growth Deal ACCESSING GROWTH – SPRINGFIELD PHASE
2 (SEPPL44) - CHANGE REQUEST

6.

18/0009 It was resolved that the BCJC:
2.1

approve for the Accountable Body for the Growth Deal (Walsall Council) to
proceed to amend the existing Grant Agreement with the City of
Wolverhampton Council to the value of £550,000 to deliver the Local Growth
Fund (LGF) funded elements of the Accessing Growth – Springfield Phase 2
project - with delivery to commence in the 2018/19 financial year.

2.2

note that this is a Change Request to move funding allocated from 2017/18 into
2018/19

BCJC – 14-3-18
Decisions
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Black Country Local Growth Deal ACCESSING GROWTH – WALSALL ECONOMIC
GROWTH AND INFRASTRUCTURE PACKAGE (SEPPL44) - CAPITAL FUNDING

7.
18/0010

It was resolved that the BCJC:
approve for the Accountable Body for the Growth Deal (Walsall Council) to proceed to
an appropriate form of Internal Agreement to award a £918,000 grant to Walsall
Council, Economy and Environment to deliver the Local Growth Fund funded
elements of the Accessing Growth - Walsall Economic Growth and Infrastructure
Package project - with delivery to commence in the 2018/19 financial year.
Black Country Local Growth Deal A34 CORRIDOR TRANSPORT DEVELOPMENT
FUNDING (SEPPL14)

8.
18/0011

It was resolved that the BCJC:
2.1

approve for the Accountable Body for the Growth Deal (Walsall Council) to
proceed to an appropriate internal agreement to award a £70,000 grant to
Walsall Council, Regeneration & Delivery to deliver the Growth Deal funded
elements of the A34 Corridor Transport Development Funding project - with
delivery to commence in the 2018/19 financial year.

2.2

note that this grant is to be underwritten by Walsall Council.

Black Country Local Growth Deal SANDWELL RESIDENTIAL PROGRAMME SITE
INVESTIGATION (SEPPL33)

9.
18/0012

It was resolved that the BCJC :
2.1

approve for the Accountable Body for the Growth Deal (Walsall Council) to
proceed to a Grant Agreement with Sandwell Council to value of £62,244 to
deliver the Local Growth Fund (LGF) funded elements of Sandwell Residential
Programme Site Investigation project - with delivery to commence in the 2018/19
financial year.

2.2

note that this Site Investigation funding is to be underwritten by Sandwell Council.

Black Country Local Growth Deal PROJECT WITHDRAWAL – SECURING
SANDWELL’S ENGINEERING SKILLS – SEPP29

10.
18/0013

It was noted by the BCJC :
2.1

the withdrawal of the Securing Sandwell’s Engineering Skills project from the
Growth Deal programme.

2.2

note that removal of this scheme will create capacity of £542,230 for future
Growth Deal scheme bids.

BCJC – 14-3-18
Decisions
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BLACK COUNTRY LOCAL ENTERPRISE PARTNERSHIP
16th April 2018
Black Country Communications Report for February 2018

1.

Introduction
The purpose of this report is to provide a summary of communications activity and its impact in
February 2018.

2.

Recommendations

2.1

That the Board notes this report

3.

Communications Report
Black Country Communications Group Membership: BC LEP; Active Black Country; Growth Hub;
BC Local Authority Communication Leads; University of Wolverhampton; BC Chamber of
Commerce; Invest Black Country.
February meeting held 13th February.
Communications Activity – The Headlines
• MIPIM Campaign development
• First contract win on HVM Portal
• New plans for Springfield Campus
• 3000 BC businesses benefit from free Skills training
• Midvern secure £35 million of Midlands Engine Investment Fund
• Geopark submission development
• Annual Conference development
• Annual Economic Review development
• Monthly ABC e-newsletter to external stakeholders
• Planning and preparation for the March Black Country Primary PE & Sport Premium
Conference
• Promotion of the nomination process for the Black Country Primary PE & Sport Premium
Awards
• Editing for the training resources for sports clubs and coaches
• Promotion of National Governing Body of Sport courses and programmes
• Promotion of Black Country Housing Group Wellbeing Week
• Promotion of the UK Coaching social media campaign #CoachingtheGreat in line with the
Winter Olympics
• Promotion of Active Workplace Challenge 4 week mark
• Planning and preparation for the Black Country School Games Festival
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February E-news
LEP

Emails Sent
Emails Delivered
Top Stories

Active Black
Skills Factory
Growth Hub
Country
6450
1774
0
3482
6251
1748
0
3302
ABC – PE & Sport Premium Conference and awards, New ABC Director
Appointment, Sportivate, School Games
BCLEP – HVM Procurement, LEP Conference, Henry Boot, MIPIM, Black
Country Business Festival
BC Skills Factory – N/A
Growth Hub – Black Country Construction firm first to win lucrative
contract through the HVM business procurement tool, 3,000 employees in
the Black Country benefit from free skills training, case studies

Partner supporting communications activity for the four LA’s, West Midlands Combined
Authority, BDO UK, Department for International Trade, HS2, Black Country Growth Hub, the
University of Wolverhampton, Sport England, UK Coaching and National Governing Bodies of
Sport.

3.1

Themed Activity
Competitiveness Advisory Board
Growth Hub
The E Media campaigns continue with subscribers to Twitter and the Newsletter growing. Work
PR are building up the case study bank with a good cross section of businesses. Video production
is currently underway for promotional activity.
The BEIS Growth Hub national event will be held on 19th March 2018, BC Growth Hub will take part
in the marketplace.
Work is underway on the modelling for the next phase of the Growth Hub with the confirmed
funding from BEIS, this includes Internal Communications and Relationship Management; Event
programming; Customer Journey and Gateway; Data and Dashboards and Logic Chain.
HVM City Digital Platform
The first HVM City Contract to be won in the Black Country has hit the press.
‘Currall Lewis & Martin Construction Ltd (CLM) is the first to win a lucrative contract through the
Black Country LEP HVM City business procurement tool.
The company, which specialises in civil engineering, bridge building and conservation projects, has
won a prestigious £400k contract to construct a multi-use bat house with LM - a joint venture
between Laing O’Rourke and J. Murphy & Sons. LM is HS2 Ltd’s enabling works contractor for the
northern section delivering the first phase of the London to the West Midlands route.
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As part of the preparations for the UK’s new high speed railway, HS2 is starting to create wildlife
habitats along the linear route which provides suitable accommodation for all indigenous wildlife
including endangered species such as bats.’
Invest Black Country
Campaign development underway to promote the Black Country offer at MIPIM. Working as part
of the Midlands UK Pavilion. Two Black Country presentation slots will happen during the week
alongside Wolverhampton’s presentations. The themes for these presentations are:
Supercharging the UK with a High Value Manufacturing Economy
Reimagining landscapes: The transformative Black Country Garden City
Place Making & Land Advisory Board
Garden City
Marketing and communications was discussed at the meeting held on 20th February. It was agreed
that the new panel would be promoted on the website and that promotion would be tied onto the
next panel meeting (date TBC).
Geopark World Heritage Submission
A Black Country Global Geopark Officer has been appointed to coordinate the resubmission. All
partners are currently finalising outstanding activities. The planned date for the resubmission of
the bid is April 18.

Employment & Skills Sub Board
Courses
Ongoing promotion of the Skills Factory Courses. Active promotion of upcoming courses is
underway on a course by course basis. Case studies are being developed for additional PR
purposes

Active Black Country
Events
• Planning for the Primary PE & Sport Premium Conference
• Planning for the Black Country School Games Festival

Activity
• Production of print for the upcoming 2018 Primary PE & Sport Premium Conference
• Production of wall canvases for the sport specific school games events

Campaigns
• #CoachingtheGreat

Strategic relationships
4.1

West Midlands Combined Authority (WMCA)
All campaigns supported.
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5.

Media coverage

5.1

The advertising equivalent value of the coverage achieved:
February 2018 Coverage:

AVE GRAND TOTAL

£167,308.62

PR Coverage activity under separate cover

5.2

E Media Statistics February 2018
LEP

6.

Active Black
Country

Skills Factory

Black Country
Consortium

Growth
Hub

Website Visitors

2378

784

608

1155

1627

Twitter
Followers
Number of
Tweets during
February
Twitter
Impressions
LinkedIn
Followers
You Tube Views

7131

2599

743

N/A

2059

38

71

N/A

125

43,000

40,600

10,400

N/A

58,300

1477

N/A

N/A

N/A

926

23

148

N/A

N/A

N/A

48

Financial Implications
None identified

Sarah Middleton
Chief Executive
Black Country Consortium Ltd
Contact Officer
Katherine Birch
LEP Communications
01384 471163
katherine_birch@blackcountryconsortium.co.uk

Source Documents:
The media coverage is referenced for its source and is in the public domain.
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BLACK COUNTRY LOCAL ENTERPRISE PARTNERSHIP
16th April 2018
Black Country Communications Report for March 2018

1.

Introduction
The purpose of this report is to provide a summary of communications activity and its impact in
March 2018.

2.

Recommendations

2.1

That the Board notes this report

3.

Communications Report
Black Country Communications Group Membership: BC LEP; Active Black Country; Growth Hub;
BC Local Authority Communication Leads; University of Wolverhampton; BC Chamber of
Commerce; Invest Black Country.
March meeting postponed.
Communications Activity – The Headlines
• Annual Conference
• MIPIM attendance
• Geopark submission development
• Promoting the £3m Technical Academy opens to future-proof West Midlands
manufacturing
• Promotion of the Growth Hub shortlisted for an award at the Constructing Excellence
Awards
• Wolverhampton Broadband Announcement
• Promoting Wolverhampton’s Interchange District
• Supporting youth unemployment social impact conference
• Promoting £350million WMCA deal for housing
• Celebrating FDI award for cost effective location
• Promoting £250million Midlands Engine Investment Fund (MEIF)
• Promoting Midlands Metro apprentices
• Promoting Commonwealth Games activity including the handover and £20 WMCA pledge
for the village
• Monthly ABC e-newsletter to external stakeholders
• Delivery of the Black Country Primary PE & Sport Premium Conference and awards
• Filming and editing for the training resources for sports clubs and coaches
• Promotion of National Governing Body of Sport courses and programmes
• Promotion of the UK Coaching social media campaign #InclusiveCoaching
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Planning and preparation for the Black Country School Games Festival
Promotion of 250th Workplace Challenge Participant
Promotion of ABC job vacancies
Development of case studies
Promotion of April Black Country Disability Engagement Day
Preparation for Coaching Week (June)

March Enews
LEP

Emails Sent
Emails Delivered
Top Stories

Active Black
Skills Factory
Growth Hub
Country
6425
1750
2306
194
6197
1728
2283
194
ABC – PE & Sport Premium Conference and awards, Sportivate, Black
Country Young Coach Academy, Black Country School Games, Workplace
Challenge, #RunandTalk, Beat the Street
BCLEP – Black Country LEP Conference 2018 reminder
BC Skills Factory – Course availability, Solid Works
Growth Hub – Black Country LEP Conference

Partner supporting communications activity for the four LA’s, West Midlands Combined
Authority, BDO UK, Department for International Trade, HS2, Black Country Growth Hub, the
University of Wolverhampton, Sport England, UK Coaching and National Governing Bodies of
Sport.

3.1

Themed Activity
Annual Conference
This year’s annual conference was held on Wednesday 21st March. A new format was deployed this
year which saw the profile of individual board members raised during the new ‘Spotlight Sessions’.
Feedback on the new style has been very positive with many saying it’s been our best conference
yet.
Attendance this year was approx. 50% - 60% less than last year (2017) however a couple of things
need to be bared in mind in relation to that. Last year was the Mayoral hustings so numbers were
unnaturally high, we didn’t have the build-up in terms of save the date that we normally do due to
awaiting confirmation from the Mayors’ office for his attendance to determine the date (in the
end he was unable to speak) and finally it was held slightly earlier in the year than it normally is
(March as opposed to end April/early May).
A full social media report is included with these papers.
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Competitiveness Advisory Board
Growth Hub
The Midland Metro Alliance, in partnership with West Midlands Combined Authority and the Black
Country Growth Hub, has been shortlisted as a finalist in the Innovation category next
month’s West Midlands Constructing Excellence Awards.
After attracting more than 200 entries from some of the biggest firms in UK construction, the
awards will see business leaders, construction peers and innovators from across the sector gather
at the International Convention Centre in Birmingham to celebrate the very best industry projects.
The collaboration of Midland Metro Alliance, the West Midlands Combined Authority and the
Black Country Growth Hub on the BIDsmarter app has been recognised for its innovative way of
working to develop the region’s small and medium enterprises (SMEs).
BIDsmarter is a free business improvement and self-assessment app, helping local SMEs gain the
right combination of business skills, tools and experience to unlock their potential to work on the
Midland Metro tram expansion project.
The British Business Bank (BBB) has launched its £250million Midlands Engine Investment Fund
(MEIF), with a mix of debt and equity finance now available to the Black Country business
community, as well as the wider West, East and South-East Midlands region.
Signifying its importance to local businesses, the BBB collaborated with the Black Country Local
Enterprise Partnership’s Growth Hub in hosting an official briefing event at the Black Country
Living Museum, informing business representatives of the new funding on offer via the
government backed initiative.
Invest Black Country
The Black Country LEP was represented at MIPIM from 13th - 16th March. We attended as part of
the Midlands UK Pavilion. AVE figures so far total £29,564. Analysis of our attendance is still being
collated by the Growth Company, a separate report will be included in April’s papers.
Place Making & Land Advisory Board
Growth Deal Funding
23rd March saw the launch of a new £3m Technical Academy, following the largest funding
commitment so far via the Growth Deal
In-Comm Training unveiled the 24,000 sq ft training space in Aldridge, a state-of-the-art centre
backed by £733,000 of Black Country LEP Growth Deal funding, fitted out with world class CNC
machine tools, automation, a robotics line, metrology, fluid power stations and a dedicated
electrical and electronics section.
It will also house material testing, material handling and grinding capabilities, as well as a 16seater Mastercam and CIMCO CAD/Cam studio to help students develop their design for
manufacturing skills.
We supported in the promotion of the launch and attended the event.
Broadband
City of Wolverhampton Council has won £4.9 million of government money to help roll out fullfibre broadband infrastructure in the city.
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Wolverhampton is one of only 13 areas across the UK to be awarded a slice of more than £95
million in the latest wave of funding from the Department for Digital, Culture, Media & Sport’s
Local Full Fibre Network (LFFN) Challenge Fund.
This funding addresses the current gap in coverage for the City Centre and helps towards our Black
Country target of 100% coverage.
Geopark World Heritage Submission
The planned date for the resubmission of the bid is April 18. The UNESCO inspectors will be visiting
Dudley on Thursday 26th April to meet with the Management team and suggest final amendments
prior to the resubmission of the bid.

Employment & Skills Sub Board
Courses
Ongoing promotion of the Skills Factory Courses. Active promotion of upcoming courses is
underway on a course by course basis including the promotion of new courses for Microsoft
Office.

Active Black Country
Events
• The Primary PE & Sport Premium Conference and Awards
• Planning for the Black Country School Games Festival
• Preparation for Disability Engagement Day

Activity
• Production of wall canvases for the sport specific school games events
• NGB courses and activity promotion

Campaigns
• #InclusiveCoaching
• Workplace Challenge

4.

Strategic relationships

4.1

West Midlands Combined Authority (WMCA)
All campaigns supported.

5.

Media coverage

5.1

The advertising equivalent value of the coverage achieved:
March 2018 Coverage: AVE GRAND TOTAL

£188,109.09
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PR Coverage activity under separate cover

5.2

E Media Statistics March 2018
LEP

Active Black
Country

Skills Factory

Black Country
Consortium

Growth
Hub

Website Visitors

2459

945

770

1341

1423

Twitter
Followers
Number of
Tweets during
March
Twitter
Impressions
LinkedIn
Followers
You Tube Views

7222

2670

750

N/A

2116

205

129

63

N/A

120

108,000

80,000

6851

N/A

62,500

1831

N/A

N/A

N/A

880

33

138

N/A

N/A

N/A

BC LEP has maintained 6th ranking in the LEP Twitter followers table; ahead of Greater Birmingham
and Solihull LEP who are currently ranked 9th.

6.

Financial Implications
None identified

Sarah Middleton
Chief Executive
Black Country Consortium Ltd
Contact Officer
Katherine Birch
LEP Communications
01384 471163
katherine_birch@blackcountryconsortium.co.uk

Source Documents:
The media coverage is referenced for its source and is in the public domain.
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